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Faculty Committee Proposes 
New Rules on Hate Speech 
By Betsy C. Johnsen 
NEWS EDrroR 
By the end of this semester, 
using "hate speech" on campus 
may subject a student to disci-
pline under the Hastings Student 
Policy Manual. The Academic 
Standards and Policy Commillee, 
under the leadership of Professor 
Leo Kanowitz, has developed a 
proposal that will be incorporated 
into the current regulations if ap-
proved by the faculty at their next 
meeting on April 26. 
The proposed regulations are 
based on those adopted by 
Stanford University last June. 
They aredefmed in part as "fight-
ing words" targeted at an indi-
vidual and based on "race, color, 
religion, ancestry, national origin, 
sex , sexual orientation, age or 
disability." (The full text of the 
old rule and proposed changes 
follows this article.) According 
to a memo from the Committee, 
the faculty began studying the 
issue last year but felt they needed 
more time to study the issue. 
Kanowitz and other members of 
the Committee spent a great deal 
of time reading articles and 
studying the constitutional issues. 
"We were very sensitive to the 
First Amendment, but also inter-
ested in providing an atmosphere 
Work Study 
Continued/rom Page 1 
concern with lifting the on-cam-
pus restriction is that some on-
campus positions may go unfilled. 
For example, the library and 
bookstore may go understaffed. 
Despite these changes, dissat-
isfaction with the reward process 
remains. "A lot of the students 
were counting on the $3000. It is 
hard to live on $3000 for the sum-
mer, but to live on $1500 is close 
to impossible," said Buckles. 
Another major problem is that 
the school has not yet made the 
fmancial determinations required 
to make the awards. First year 
Tim Eigo expressed his frustra-
tions with the process. Eigo was 
offered a summer position with 
the San Francisco District 
Attorney's office contingent upon 
receiving work study funds . 
However, he still does not have a 
fmn award from the Financial 
Aid office, "despite their state-
ments earlier in the year that we 
would have our awards or eligi-
bility determined in March be-
fore the Public Interest Confer-
ence." According to the office's 
literature, awards might not be 
final until June 1,1991. 
free of hostile discriminatory 
conduct directed toward indi-
viduals," said Kanowitz. "We 
felt that the old rule was too 
general. The University of 
Michigan had a code which was 
struck down by the district court 
as a violation of the First 
Amendment because it was too 
general and had the effect of 
reaching people's opinions. This 
rule will not, so long as one does 
not personally vilify an indi-
vidual." 
When asked what should 
happen when a discriminatory 
comment was made regarding 
groups instead of individuals, 
Kanowitz said he hoped that 
someone would "deplore and re-
spond to it. The First Amend-
ment ideal is to respond to bad 
speech with good speech. Justice 
Black referred to the marketplace 
of ideas. If someone says some-
thing insulting about a group, I 
would hope that someone else 
would get up and answer regard-
ing the fallaciousness and inap-
propriateness of the comment," 
said Kanowitz. 
After working very hard on 
the proposal for the past year, 
Kanowitz is hopeful that it will be 
passed by the faculty. "It may 
Lake longer than the allolled hour 
todiscussit, butifneeessarywe'll 
meet the next Monday to fmish 
talking," he said. He noted that 
the five faculty and two students 
on the Academic Standards and 
Policy Committee passed the 
proposal unanimously (although 
one professor was ill the day they 
voted). 
PROPOSED CHANGES 
The last paragraph of the pre-
amble to the current "Student 
Conduct and Discipline Policy" 
provides: 
Students should respect and 
not infringe upon the rights of 
all students to be free from any 
violence or intimidation by 
threat of violence, committed 
against their persons or prop-
erty because of their race, 
color, religion, ancestry, na-
tional origin, sex, sexual ori-
entation, age or disability. 
The Commillee proposes that 
this be amended to read as follows : 
Students at Hastings are ex-
pected to show both within 
and without the College such 
Continued on Page 14 
Critical Comments 
Prompt Burke Firing 
By James T. Schmid 
COpy EDrrOR 
Criticism of the recent changes 
in work study funding may have 
prompted a reversal of the policy, 
but it also resulted in the firing of 
Career Counselor Kay Burke for 
joining in that criticism. 
Burke was fired on March 12 
for showing "lack of professional 
jUdgment" in a number of inci-
dents, the latest of which was her 
public opposition to the work 
study plan. Burke said she was 
warned by Career Services Di-
rector Kristin Flier! that she could 
not advise students to challenge 
the new policy, but instead should 
"make the students feel good about 
it." 
"I told them I could not make 
the students feel good about being 
screwed," said Burke. 
The policy was subsequently 
changed, in response to what Fi-
nancial Aid DirectorCary Bennett 
called "articulate and persuasive 
arguments" by students (see re-
lated article on page 1). 
Flier! said that school policy 
does not allow her to comment on 
personnel decisions, but her po-
sition was laid out in memos 
provided by Burke. There she 
stated that Burke had shown lack 
of professional judgment and dis-
regard for office policies by 
openly criticizing the policy in 
front of students and a visiting 
staff member from another law 
school. F1ier!'s memo also de-
tailed other incidents where she 
said Burke had shown "a disregard 
for the established offiCI! proto-
col," which include a policy that 
"it is inappropriate to comment 
about a perceived error or dis-
crepancy in front of students or 
coworkers." 
Burke said she has decided not 
to file a grievance challenging her 
dismissal, but said she isdismayed 
by the administration's failure to 
recognize the value of open debate 
and cri ticism of controversial 
policies. 
"It does not bode well for any 
of the student services if a person 
can be dismissed for saying any-
thing that is contradictory to 
College policy - even if that 
policy is wrong and needs to be 
changed," she said. "I find it hard 
to believe that a person can be 
fired for refusing to do something 
that is against their professional 
Judgment - which is giving stu-
dents bad advice." 
April 16, 1991 
News Updates 
1991 HPILF Grants Announced 
Hastings Public Interest Law Foundation (HPILF) will be able 
to fund at least nine public interest grants for students this summer, 
thanks to the generosity of the Hastings community. Anne Molgaard, 
HPILF's Secretaryrrreasurer, reported that 373 people pledged 
money this year, an increase of75 over last year. The total pledged, 
however, was almost the same amount as in 1990 - $25,369. 
Molgaard speculated that the lower pledge per person reflects this 
year's lack of job opportunities. 
Of the 373 people who pledged, there were 354 students (about 
28% of total students), 16 faculty (about one third of the total), and 
4 staff people. HPILF is also considering an alumni drive to fund 
a post-graduate public interest fellowship position. This position 
would be separate from the summer positions funded by the law 
students, faculty and staff. 
The 1991 pledgers selected the following students to implement 
their public interest proposals: Derek Bercher, Heather Blankenship, 
Tod Cochran, Kathy Gado, John Espinoza, Brian McAllister, 
Hilary Potashner, Thipphavone Phabmixay, and Nancy Schiff 
Women's Law Journal Almost Official 
The Hastings Women' s Law Journal has proceeded further down 
the path toward official acceptance by the College. The Academic 
Standards Commillee recently endorsed their proposal and will 
support it when it is presented to the full faculty at the next meeting 
on April 26. Heidi Salerno, one of the editors of the journal, said she 
felt "fairly positive" about the outcome at the faculty meeting, based 
on numerous conversations she and other members of the journal 
have had with professors. 
"We had to make a number of compromises in our attempt to get 
official status. The glaring holes right now are the lack of mention 
of first year participation and our acquiescence to the existing 
guidelines regarding GPA requirements for journal participation," 
said Salerno. 
Journal mem bers are curren tI y edi ting articles for their third issue, 
due out in September. 
Former Law News Editors Honored 
Two former Law News editors and the student newspaper's 
legal counsel will be among those honored this Thursday at the 
James Madison Freedom of Information Awards Dinner. 
The Northern California Chapter of the Society of Professional 
Journalists sponsors the annual event, whose purpose is to recognize 
outstanding contributions to freedom of information during past 
year. Former editors James Ballantine and Christina Dalton will 
be honored "for their efforts in keeping the ideals of the free press 
alive as editors of the Hastings Law News." One year ago, the 
administration singled out the Law News by requesting the 
organization's financial records, just one school week after the 
newspaper ran a staff editorial column calling for the resignation 
of Hastings General Counsel Angele Khachadour. Concerned 
about the College's failure to guarantee an objective review of the 
paper's records, the editors instead chose to obtain a financial 
audit from an independent accounting firm. The escalation of 
events last summer led to this year's staff being locked out of its 
office by the administration in August. 
As a result of the editors' refusal to tum Law News financial 
records over directly to the College, the administration failed to 
give Ballantine and Dalton positive character references on their 
State Bar applications . Although both individuals passed the Bar 
exam, last November the State Bar notified Ballantine and Dalton 
that their certification as attorneys would be held in abeyance 
pending a 30-60 day investigation into the College's implications 
of impropriety. However, aftL.r reviewing the matter in December 
for less than a week, the State Bar immediately admitted Ballantine 
and Dalton. 
James Wagstaffe of Cooper, White & Cooper will also be 
honored for his pro bono work which included assisting the Law 
News in its controversy with the College. 
A Hastings alumnus, Wagstaffe has also donated his lime to 
several other newspapers. Last year, he argued before the Cali-
fornia Supreme Court on behalf of the San Francisco Independent, 
which sought to gain access for the media to closed-door sessions 
of the city's mayorial advisory committees. 
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Golden Goodbyes for 
Veteran Faculty, Staff 
By John Z. Holtrichter 
STAFF WRITER 
In what will be the school's 
biggest single turnover of staff 
and faculty, Hastings will lose 
five tenured faculty members and 
four long-time staff members by 
July I, 1991 as a result of the 
University of California's Volun-
tary Early Retirement Incentive 
Program (VERIP). 
Professors Leo Kanowitz, Leo 
O'Brien, Justin Smith, John 
Whelan and Vivian Wilson are 
taking advantage of the lucrative 
one-time offer which promises 
five years of service credit, result-
ing in higher monthly payments, 
and a "transition assistance" 
payment of at least $19,250 if 
eligible employees elect to retire 
now. In contrast, only one tenured 
professor would be expected to 
retire in an average year. 
Veteran Hastings staff mem-
bers were offered even greater 
financial incentives than the fac-
ulty. While faculty "transition 
assistance" payments were equal 
to three months salary if they re-
tired before July 1, 1991, staff 
members were offered double this 
amount if they retired by April 1, 
1991. 
Not surprisingly, all eligible 
staff members chose this option. 
Jose Duarte (Facilities Operation), 
Dan Henke (Library), BillieLindh 
(SIC Office) and Peg Meacham 
(Bookstore) all retired before the 
April deadline. Henke, though a 
tenured professor of law, as Di-
rector of the Legal Information 
Center qualified for the extra 
"staff' incentive. 
Origin of the Plan 
The VERIP was proposed by 
the U.c. Board of Regents in or-
der to relieve some of the fiscal 
pressure on the U.c. system by 
taking advantage of the relati vel y 
"fat" University of California Re-
tirement Plan (UCRP). Because 
funds in the retirement plan can 
only be used in connection with 
employee pensions, shifting em-
ployees from the payroll column 
to the pension column allows the 
University to use the freed-up 
funds for other purposes. 
These balance sheet savings, 
together with the fact that re-
placing veteran faculty and staff 
with entry-level employees can 
save up to $50,000 per employee 
per year, are a substantial finan-
cial boon for the UC system dur-
ing a period of budgetary anemia. 
With certain exceptions, such 
as members of the "65 Club," all 
Hastings employees who are 
employed at least half-time for 
one year or more are currently 
enrolled in the UCRP through an 
agreement Hastings reached with 
the UC Board of Regents in 1969. 
Consequently, Hastings fac-
ulty and staff were allowed to 
capitalize on this opportunity, 
which was actually designed to 
assist the University of California, 
even though Hastings is financed 
separately by the state legislature 
and is only "affiliated with" and 
not actually "a part of' the UC 
system. Of course, Hastings will 
benefit financially from the early 
retirements for the very same 
reasons as the UC system. 
Few complaints about the 
College's enigmatic legal status 
were heard from the nine Hastings 
employees (of the fourteen eli-
gible) who chose to retire this 
year,however. ProfessorO'Brien, 
for example, characterized the 
early retirement plan as "an offer 
I couldn 'trefuse." The professor, 
who has taught at Hastings for 18 
years, estimated that he would 
have had to work for four more 
years to equal the VERIP bonus. 
In addition to pecuniary con-
siderations, Hastings should 
benefit indirectly in another way: 
as related in an earlier Law News 
Continued on Page 15 
PHOTO BY JOHN ANDREWS 
Two vacancies will open up on the 1 st floor of the 200 building as two of 
the studenJs' long-time favorites take their leave. Pictured here are Peg 
Meacham and Billie Lindh, who retire this year. 
Hastings Law News April 16, 1991 
Bawdy Crew Hosts Blue Revue 
Will the real Dean Read 
please stand up? Above, Steve 
Taylor portrays the Dean as an 
idiot savant. Nobody wasfooled. 
Left, Marc Deiter gives a pas-
sionate reading of Peg 
Meacham's list of the Ten Best 
Places at Hastings to Have Sex 
- and enjoy a leisurely post-
coital smoke. Right, Isack 
F adlon weighs his legal liability 
before boldly going where no law 
student has gone before. Other 
targets of Revue barbs were the 
Student Health Service, where 
PHOTOS BY JOHN ANDREWS 
demanded a urine test before 
passing out bluebooks; and the 
secret thoughts of OCI partici-
two Sudafed were prescribedfor 
maladies as diverse as dismem-
berment and dementia; 
overzealous exam proctors who pants. 
MeachaIn Blows This Joint 
By Betsy C. Johnsen 
NEWS EDrroR 
Peg Meacham, manager of the 
Hastings Bookstore, says things 
have definitely changed since she 
started working there twenty years 
ago. She remembers "the early 
70's, when we actually stocked 
papers - for rolling joints," she 
explained. "The students would 
tell us what kind they wanted -
wheat straw, or whatever flavor." 
Meacham is another Hastings 
staff member who is taking ad-
vantage of UC's special early re-
tirement program (see related 
story this page). Along with 
changes in the law school's 
bookstore, Meacham has noticed 
a change in students. "They're a 
lot more intense. And a lot more 
competitive - with higherLSAT's 
and GP A's," she said. "They also 
tend to come from professional 
families now. When I started, 
most of the kids were Vietnam 
vets and a lot of them were on 
'rehab.'" 
Meacham has noticed other 
differences in the school. "It used 
to be bigger, believe itornot, with 
class sizes over 600. And there 
were so few women that each one 
of us, students and staff, had our 
own key to the ladies' restroom," 
she said. "Of course, there were 
no full time women faculty 
members, and the faculty that were 
here all had their names on 
hornbooks." 
The Tenderloin has changed, 
too. "There weren't so many 
mentally disturbed people, and 
Continued on Page 14 
Billie Takes Her SIC Leave 
By Lily Yee 
STAFF WRITER 
Members of the Class of 1991 
aren't the only ones leaving 
Hastings this spring. March 29th 
marked the end of a 14 year rela-
tionship between BillieLindh and 
Hastings. Billie is also graduat-
ing onto better and bigger things. 
Billie was the Student Infor-
mation Center (SIC), from the 
time she started there in 1980. 
She was the warm,smilingwoman 
often seen sitting behind the 
window in the office, operating 
the switchboard, chatting with 
students or answering questions 
about the latest available ushering 
assignments. 
The SIC operation was rot 
always fluid. Billie recalls the 
dark days at SIC when the current 
folder system used for communi-
cation had not been implemented. 
Instead, SIC used a clumsy board 
and index box system to relay 
messages to the students. The 
folder system, at first, was not 
well received because students 
had to look inside the folders to 
see if they had a message instead 
of just looking at the board. Giv-
ing a half smile, she said, "law 
students don't like change." 
In spite of this, Billie has ob-
served law students adapting to 
change. She has noticed that the 
current student body is more se-
rious about careers and more in-
terested in money compared to 
thestudentssheencountered when 
she first started her career, who 
seemed more drawn toward pub-
lic interest. Her theory is that, 
"this reflects changing times, and 
things go in cycles." 
Continued On Page 14 
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War Dissenters' Day In Court Third Year Council Gets 
Grad Speaker After All By Joyce M. Alcantara STAFF WRITER 
Several J lastings students and 
a professor who were arrested in 
thela llwomonth ｯｦｷ｡ｲｰｲｯｬｃｓｾ＠
arc getllng a fir thand look al the 
legal sy tern. as lhClr cases go 
through the couns. 
Third year HeidI Rand was 
arrested during a police sweep of 
the federal building which in· 
cluded approximalely 200 people. 
MOSl were lalercharged with vio-
laling Municipal Code §22: 
"WIllfully and suh tantially ob-
structing a public SIdewalk or 
way." ., his inf rn lion carrIe a 
fine of up to SCXl. and does not 
gIve a de fe lilian II he nght loa JUry 
trial or r\!{juire court appoinLCd 
counsel. 
Rand wa pantcularl y troubled 
by the way police arresled the 
crowd, whIch violated its own 
poliCIes. The police manual re· 
quires thaI Ihl: pnltce give three 
order to cisperse JO order to give 
noticeloproteslOr .andmuslalso 
allow lhem adl'l\lJale opponunilY 
lO do so. '" did nOI hear any 
warnings given." saId Rand . 
"Supposl·dly. the last warning was 
gIven 30 mInutes before the 
sweep." ThIS 'weep included 
aClive ｰ｡ｮｩ｣ｩｰ｡ｮｬｾ＠ in the demon· 
strations as well as bystanders. 
A a "Iegal observcr." Rand 
could have had hcrcasedlsmissed 
bUI decided againsl iL "I chose 10 
go to trial. 'didn'l think it was fair 
thaI all the olher people thaI werc 
with me did not have the bencfil 
of the legal observer status or 
bemg a law student. 'think il was 
more important LOgolhrough WIth 
it for legal solidarity." 
Profe sor Richard Boswell, 
although nOI acuvely participat-
ing in thc demon tration. was ar-
rested whilc walching the anti· 
war demonstrations al the federal 
building. Bo well. also charged 
with violating Municipal Codc 
ji22. challengcd these charges by 
demurrer on con litutional 
grounds and procedure crrors. The 
charge w:t di mi d Bos-wcll is 
unsure whether he WIll file a civil 
action agaJOst the elly. '" can do 
more by helping other studenb 
[who have nOI had Iheir cases 
dIsmissed] and would feel much 
beller aboul il instead of wasting 
my time bringing a new cast:." 
Firsl year ludent Serena Hong 
had a heanng scheduled for April 
12. She was originally arresled in 
fronl of the Pacific Slock Ex-
change while prOlesung. When 
she and olher demOnstrJIorS tried 
10 di pase. she could nOI gel OuL 
She is prc:;cntly not represented 
by coun el. "At thIS poinl. "OJ 
very worried aboul the fine ' thcy 
arc imposing, particularly this 
penallyasse men!, whIch can run 
pOlentially prctty high." said 
Hong. "AI the beginning of thc 
week,thc. 'ational Lawyers Guild 
(. LG) went ｡ｾ＠ adviscr and 
people were gelting off. But thc 
judges kept telling them [Ihe 
lawyers) 10 move back [away from 
the bench] and II ｷ｡ｾ＠ difficuillo 
adVIse defendants who were go-
ing pro per. TIlls week :-ILG 
plans 10 have alleasllwo of their 
lawyers m eaeh courtroom 10 
gcnerally appear for all dcfen-
dants." Penally a. scsmcnLS arc 
subjecI 10 JudiCIal di crclIon. 
Tcrmed a "bureaucrJlic a sess-
ment" by KIm Malche kl, a solc 
practillOner volunleenng hIS ser-
vices for :-;LG, Ihe penalties can 
run from S200 10 S700 above and 
beyond the ongmal fine. suppos-
cdly 10 covcr coun cOsts. "We 
think these penallY asse, smenLS 
arc improper and are done merely 
for show," :;aid Malchcski. 
Thml year ｾＱｩ｣ｨ｡･ｬ＠ Klugchose 
10 represenl himself during hI 
mal. "I went pro per for IWO 
reasons." s.1id Klug. "AI firsl , 
though I II would be fun and make 
a greal ｾｉｏｲｹＮ＠ BUI really whal il 
gave you was a .cnse of cmpow. 
erment - thaI normal people could 
-
By ean DeBruine 
S' U:WRTTfK 
The announcement of fonner 
San FranCl co ｾｬ｡ｹｯｲ＠ DIanne 
FeIn. tein ｡ｾ＠ Ihi year':- corn· 
mencement. pcakercndcd a long. 
contentiou archproce swhlch 
was marked by ConOICI belween 
Third Year Coune II mem bers and 
the admini trallon. 
Council memocr ｾＱ｡ｲｹ＠ knner 
saId she feels "worn down by the 
whole proces,. "m tired of 
fighling il." 
The search began a year ago. 
when then- reond year sludents 
vOled on nomlOauons for com-
mencement pcaker. Al the LOpol 
thalli I was former SupremcCoun 
Jusllce William Brennan. and II 
JOcludcd a variely of prominenl 
legal and political fIgures. 
• ominees Disputed 
"When we showed the lIsl 10 
Dean Reed, he laughed," reealls 
Jenner. "He s;ud 'commencement 
i. not jusl for Ihird year, It's for 
the faculty. alumOJ and admiOJs-
tralJon ... • 
Ｂｓｴｵ､･ｮｾ＠ find OUI every year. 
al the fir l meeung wllh IhC'I)can. 
thaI theIr la.1I nOI the final word." 
aId fellow council member 
SUI ey Campos. 
Al a Ｇｵ｢ｳ｣ｱｵｾｮｴ＠ meeting JO 
June belween Ihe Third Year 
Councilandrepre nUluv softhe 
admiOlstrallon. faculty and 
alumni. the final Ii I of in\llccs 
was SCI and pnontil. d. 'nnta· 
lions mu t be malkd early. oc-
cause thc mOsl popular pcaka, 
arc of len booked. and invit cs 
oflcn take four to sn weeks 10 
re pond, a cordin' 10 A ,;ociatc 
AcademIC IXan David I \Inc. 
Campo cailedlheJunescs Ion 
Ｂ｣ｬ｡ｾＮｩ｣＠ negotiJling. We had 10 
PUI lorwanl reason 10 :upporl 
lhl' tudenl • choic • and rc.a'>Ons 
why the olher ｮｯｭｭｾ＠ s would 
not be ｡ｰｰｲｯｰｲｾｬ＠ . The co un tl 
d idcd to advocate Ihe slud nt' 
chOIces JO the order chosen. re-
gardless of our 0,," n view. We 
were very ucce .ful; we were 
per.uasive and we dldn'l back 
down." 
At thaI meetin ',occordJO' to 
Jenner. Dean Read prole d 10 
beaneutra1 ｦ｡｣ｩｬｴｾｴｯｲＬ｢ｵｴ｡＠ uvely 
interJcCted his negalive view 
about orne of Ihe tudents' 
choice Board of Director 
member and alumOJ also madc 
ｴｨｾｬｲ＠ own reeommendatlon . One 
ｃｯｮＨｬｮｵｾ､＠ on Pax, IS 
Just in time for graduation ... 
ｾｩｾ］ｆｈｉＧｍｅ＠
- - ------- - -･ｸｾｲｴ＠ picture framing 
GIFT CERTIFICATE 
F--==- -- -- ---=-===g 
••• FREE with any 
custom frame 
purchase over 
$40 
Framing In As Quickly As An Hour 
1700 Market Street, at Gough 
Telephone: 415-255-1595 
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10:00-7:00 
Sun. 12: 00-5: 00 
.LEGAL 
ESCAPES 
EUROPE 
AMSTERSDAM $489 
BRUSSELS $498 
FRANKFURT $498 
LONDON Ｄｾ＠
PARIS $636 
• • •• 
TAHITI 
AUCKLAND 
SYDNEY 
MADRID $670 TOKYO 
ROME $758 HONG KONG 
BANGKOK STOCKHOLM $600 BAU 
EURAllPASSES ISSUED ON THE SPOT! 
AROUND THE WORLD/CIRCLE PACIFIC FARES 
INTERNATONAL STUDENT IDENTITY CARDS 
CAll OR WR[TE FOR FREE TRAVEl CATALOGS 
Cou 
312 StJITER SfREET #407 
SAN FRANCISCO. CA 94108 
421-3473 
$598 
$789 
$848 
$559 
1599 699 
850 
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Restaurant Review 
Head for the Brew: 
the Food We Eschew 
By Sean DeBruine 
STAFF WRITER 
The Law News, in its ever-
vigilant search for food and drink 
that is good, affordable and close, 
recently stumbled into a South-
of-Market find. Actually, 
stumbled out of is a better de-
scription, since the find was the 
20 Tank Brewery. Asadisclaimer, 
this reviewer is acquainted with 
partners in the venture, some of 
whom also own the Triple Rock 
brewpub in Berkeley. Decide for 
yourself if the many free beers 
thus received have in any way 
biased this review. 
Located in a renovated ware-
house space on ultra-happenin' 
11th Street at Folsom, the large 
but inviting bar is sort of a 20's 
tavern meets Bauhaus-exposed 
ducts and raw concrete are set off 
by a beautiful dark wood bar and 
bar back, and custom milled pan-
elling. Many of the tables are 
marble, and the sheer number 
spread around the large ground 
floor and mezzanine balcony 
mean that a seat can be found on 
all but the busiest nights. As 
expected, a room of its size ean 
get noisy, but the layout of the 
tables is such that conversation, if 
not intimacy, is possible. 
But enough about ambiance, 
let's get to important matters. As 
the name suggests, the 20 Tank 
brews its beer on the premises. 
The two large wort tanks, where 
the brewing starts, stand just in-
side the front window on the mez-
zanine level. Theirs is the only 
beer served, and the styles rotate 
daily, with three to five beers to 
choose from . On the day of our 
visit they were pouring three beers, 
all English-style ales. The "Play 
Ball E.S.B." (Extra Special Bit-
ter) was a hght, hoppy ale which 
proved to be the most popular 
with our group. They also had the 
Kinnikinick Standard, a malty 
amber ale which is one of their 
more refmed efforts and a good 
choice if you doubt any of the 
special selections. The stout had 
a pleasing deep brown, almost 
black color but tended to the sweet, 
lacking the bite of hops needed to 
make such a heavy brew palat-
able for more than a half pint 's 
worth. Speakingofhalfsandpints, 
a pint will set you back a mere 
$2.25, with the halves costing 
$1.75. 
Then there's the food. While 
on their own they don't give rea-
son to visit 20 Tank, most of the 
items on the menu do a good job 
of complementing the primary 
goal of beer intake, or of sup-
pressing the late-night cravings 
of trendy club hoppers. Themenu 
PHOTO BY JOHN ANDREWS 
is anchored by a wide variety of 
tasty sandwiches, but the food 
quality goes downhill rapidly 
when cooking is involved. 
We started off with two nacho 
plates - one vegetarian and one 
with chili. The chips were card-
board-like and very salty. The 
cheese was neither spread nor 
melted evenly, and both came with 
uneven glops of sour cream and 
guacamole. The only spice came 
from an overwhelming number of 
jalapeno slices, but for meat eat-
ers the chili was tasty. None of 
these defects prevented both plates 
from being thoroughly cleaned. 
A green broth, allegedly chicken-
sausage gumbo soup, continued 
the cardboard motif: all of the 
poor souls who tried it agreed that 
this is just what New Orleans 
boiled cardboard would taste like. 
This bowl was not cleaned. 
The best of the warm items 
were two varieties of chili. The 
lamb chili was an interesting 
choice, with a sauce dominated 
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Gossiv, Speculation and Other Half-Truths 
A Final Glimpse of the Jaundiced Eye 
By I. C. All 
STAFF WRITER 
Sees all, knows much, tells 
some. -Anon. 
Bright and cheery greetings 
from an uncharacteristically bright 
and cheery Eye, cleansed and re-
freshed by the torrential March 
rains, and looking forward with 
brave eagerness to that home 
stretch through the end of the se-
mesterand final exams to the long, 
hot (and, the Eye hopes, lazy) 
summer beyond. 
... and, speaking of summer, 
the Eye has noticed that while 
some lucky strivers have secured 
summer employ, others have not 
(yet). It seems to the Eye that 
those others are many, outnum-
bering, truth be told, their more 
fortunate classmates. The Eye, a 
veteran observer of the scene, 
cannot remember a time when so 
many were so late without that 
reward the pursuit of which 
brought them within the granite 
walls of Hastings College of Law . 
They battled demons real and 
imagined, in person and in print, 
in classrooms. offices, hallways, 
libraries and drafty garret apart-
ments where lamps burned well 
into late night; they drank deeply 
the bitter draught of disappoint-
ment and stole sparing sips of 
success from the foaming caul-
dron of legal education; they en-
dured brain-crushing boredom 
and innumerable insults, indigni-
ties and insinuations of inferior-
ity, all the while consoling them-
selves with the promise of en-
gaging engagements in the pro-
fession, only to (ind, alas, that this 
consolation proves now a mere 
empty promise. (Congratulations, 
dear reader: between the allitera-
tion, the adjectives and the semi-
colons, the Eye wasn't sure itself 
quite where it was headed, but 
you held on tight and rode that 
sentence out - of course, law 
school's given you plenty of 
practice at that, dear reader.> The 
Eye brims with authentic sympa-
thy (as opposed to the smug sar-
castic stuff which usually fills it), 
and urges those still unhired not 
to despair, but rather to forge ahead 
in the certainty that whatever lies 
ahead, it can't be any worse than 
what has come before it. 
... but, wait, you say, dear 
reader, this is not brightand cheery 
fare. And, indeed, you are right. 
Let us leave this vale of tears for 
more enchanting climes, where 
our first order of business is to 
cast a fond glance at that third 
year couple whose spring en-
gagement has been the talk of the 
school. Have you seen the rock 
on the young lady's finger, dear 
reader? The brilliant rays reflected 
therefrom have nearly blinded the 
Eye many times. Since vision is 
its fortune, the Eye has lately just 
stopped looking at it, but it can 
scarcel y resist staring at a gem so 
precious and so big. Which leads 
to the inevitable question, ill-
mannered though it is, which the 
Eye cannot in good conscience 
avoid: is it real? The Eye has 
heard, and passes on to you, dear 
reader, official pronouncements 
of authenticity ,butit has its doubts 
all the same. 
· .. meanwhile, of course, as 
the 'luving couple beam, other 
eligible bachelorettes here at 
Hasti ngs High are sharpening their 
hatpins. It seems this coupling 
has put the heat on numerous other 
campus romances to either com-
mitorcombust. The Eye has seen 
the forced smiles and desperate 
glances of those who communi-
cate polite congratulations to the 
lucky pair, and it has observed as 
well the gradual tensing of hands 
held lovingly by student lovers 
who do not share the blissful 
certainty of everlasting devotion 
wh ich brought our favori te couple 
to their momentous decision. In 
the argot of the streets, it's now 
put up or shut up time for other 
linkings of long standing here at 
Hastings High, and don't think 
they don't know it. 
· .. other linkings of less long 
standing have not escaped the 
Eye'sview. The recent Bay cruise 
sponsored by the third year council 
was an occasion for such viewing. 
The Eye was pleased to see two of 
that class' most assiduous (but, 
alas, least successful) suitors 
armed with comely companions 
who satisfied those gentlemens' 
standards, which the Eye happens 
to know are of the very highest 
order. Not only were the fellows' 
friends lovely, but they also 
seemed very fond of their men, 
and the Eye noted with pleasure 
evidence of the ladies' very real 
affections. Way to go, guys; good 
things really do come to those 
who wait. 
· . . the Eye saw as well a 
number of attractions which 
blossomed on the open, starli t sea, 
where tendrils reached tentatively 
across the pitching dance floor, 
interlocking on the windsweptand 
isolated fantail, leading to devel-
opments at which even the Eye 
can only guess once the jolly ves-
sel turned to shore. But the Eye 
did notice, once back on shore, a 
certain male member of the third 
year class noted for his affection 
for surfing and hair coloring, 
leaving the landing with not one, 
but two evening-gowned blonde 
beauties in tow. Both ladies are 
beloved here at Hastings High for 
their fun-loving, hard-drinking 
ways, and they practiced thosc 
ways enthusiastically on board 
-and off board as well, for all the 
Eye knows, and must assume. To 
steal a phrase (and, as you know 
by now, dear reader, the Eye is 
nothing if not a phrase thief) from 
New Kid on the Block Joey 
McIntyre, "Get it, girl!" 
... and while the third year 
class wined, wagged and wooed 
upon the Bay, other students rev-
elled otherwise. One site of such 
Have you seen the rock on 
the young lady's finger, 
dear reader? The Eye can 
scarcely resist staring at a 
gem so precious and so big. 
Is it real? 
revelry was the home of a much-
revered professor, whose annual 
soirees for his first year section 
have become the stuff of legend 
here at Hastings High (and the 
hottest ticket of the year). 
Partygoers this year, as always, 
received an education in upper 
class etiquette, how to stifle a 
gasp at the sight of genuine works 
of art in a private home, how to 
avoid saying to the lord of the 
manor, "Wow, you got a real 
proper crib here," how to take 
drinks and hors d'oeuvres prof-
fered from silver trays held by 
smiling liveried bearers without 
saying thank you, and, as the 
overarching theme, how to handle 
one's liquor. This last lesson was 
a hard one to learn for one young 
woman in the first year class 
whose consumption terminated 
abruptly with the esophageal 
evacuation of her stomach's con-
tents in the bushes outside the 
great manor. Not a dignified ex-
perience, but, the Eye suggests, it 
could have been worse; at least 
she had already left the affair. 
... speaking of alcohol related 
indignities, the Eye simply must 
tell you, dear reader, of the hilari-
ous scene it witnessed at a party 
given at the home of a student of 
some stature, an event marked by 
a truly diluvian flow of lager. 
Around the keg, which is where 
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OPINION 
En Bane 
Mum's the Word-
and the Problem 
Open debate and discussion is supposed to be an 
essential tenet oflegal education. The legal process itself 
is grounded in the notion that free, infonned and public 
debate is the best means of resolving conflicts and 
deciding policy. Unfortunately, at Hastings, it is in-
creasingly apparent that this ideal is honored primarily in 
the breach. 
The most recent example of the school's failure to deal 
forthrightly with important issues on campus is the firing 
of Career Counselor Kay Burke. Burke's dismissal was 
not based solely on her criticism of school policies. But 
herfiring was ultimatcly triggered by speaking out publicly 
about changes in work study which affected the career 
opponunities of the students she counseled. In her notice 
of intent to dismiss, Career Services Director Kristin 
Flier] specifically cited a policy that "verbalizing nega-
tive comments in the presence of students is not an [sic] 
acceptable behavior," a policy which, while it may 
somehow improve staff morale or public relations, de-
prives the students of important infonnation. Ironically, 
Burke lost her job even though the administration later 
heeded her criticisms and changed the policy. 
While Burke's firing was unfortunate, at least in this 
case herviews were aired. A more common tragedy is the 
voices which are never heard, chilled by the 
administration's heavyhanded approach to restricting 
staff commentary. Other staff members, for example, are 
often reticent to discuss even seemingly noncontroversial 
policies and procedures with the Law News. Student 
Services Director Patsy Oppenheim, who in the past has 
provided frank. and infonnative explanation of policies 
affecting students, has apparently felt the pressure from 
the administration and now refers many inquiries on to 
more senior administrators who often cannot provide the 
same infonnation or perspective. 
The atmosphere of "buck passing" promoted by the 
current administration has spread beyond the staff. It is 
especially dismaying to see the lack of candor from 
tenured faculty, whose jobs and academic freedom are 
supposedly guaranteed. Whether from fear of campus 
politics or disinterest in school issues, too often faculty 
are unwilling to go "on the record" with their views or 
knowledge of those issues. 
The administration's closed mouth policy not only 
hurts the students, but also the administration itself. 
Paradoxically, its unwillingness to discuss controversial 
policies often makes students suspicious of the College's 
motives, creating instant opposition to policies which 
might otherwise be entirely justifiable. Allowing staff 
and faculty to freely express their doubts or questions 
about policies will in fact increase acceptance of those 
policies and confidence in the legitimacy of the decision 
making process. The administration faces many difficult 
decisions, but those decisions can best be defended in an 
atmosphere ofinfonned discourse. Hard choices will not 
be made any easier by taking a hard line toward free 
speech. 
Letters to the Editor 
Dismissal Distress 
Dear Editor, 
I was both distressed and dis-
appointed at the recent dismissal 
of Ms. Kay Burke from our Career 
Services Office. I am a third-year 
student and have used the career 
center on a regulM basis since my 
first year. During this time, Ms. 
Burke has been an invaluable re-
source in my quest for the perfect 
job. She provided not only reli-
able job information, but also 
encouragement in my career de-
velopment. When the written 
materials failed to yield answers 
to my questions regarding a par-
ticular firm, or public interest job, 
or even job possibilities in other 
parts of the United States, it was 
always to Ms. Burke that I was 
steered. "Ask Kay" was a com-
mon response to a question asked 
in the Career Services Office. That 
was because Ms. Burke was one 
of the most valuable resources 
available in our career office. 
Filed in her head were hundreds 
offirms and their specialties,a1ong 
with a quick run-down on the 
working environment. 
Ms. Burke went beyond her 
job description in assisting stu-
dents. which may explain her re-
cent dismissal; however, that 
willingness to go the extra distance 
was exactly the quality that made 
her so valuable to Hastings stu-
dents. On at least two occasions, 
Ms . Burke worked straight 
through her lunch break in order 
to get information for me regard-
ing potential job positions. Ms. 
Burke took her position very se-
riously. She did not forget the 
student the moment he or she 
walked out the door. If she could 
not answer a question, she re-
searched it and got back to the 
student. When she ran across 
jobs that sounded as though they 
might interest one of the students 
who had consulted her, she let 
them know. She followed up on 
results from interviews. 
Anyone can direct a student to 
a folder, and almost anyone can 
tell a student the basic do's and 
don'ts in the interviewing process. 
Those are basic essentials of any 
career office, and at least Hastings 
still has that. However, with Ms. 
Burke, Hastings had something 
more. Hastings had someone who 
cared about the individuals who 
walked through the career service 
doors, someone who enjoyed her 
job and performed it well. That, 
at least in any apparent form, has 
been lost, and I for one am very 
sad LO see it go. 
Sharon L. Greene 
Unarmed Officers 
Dear Editor, 
I do not know who are the 
"security officers" quoted in the 
last paragraph of "NEWS UP-
DATES - Hastings Security Gets 
Batons," but at no time did I state 
that the administration favors 
arming our security officers. My 
comments related solely to the 
fact that pursuant to legislation 
enacted by the state and federal 
government regarding the gather-
ing, publishing and dissemination 
of information relating to crimes 
on campus, we are developing 
procedures for approval by the 
Board of Directors in June. There 
is no connection between the in-
formation I conveyed to your re-
porter and the preceding claim 
attributed to some unnamed secu-
rityofficers. No such misunder-
standing exists between the ad-
ministration and the security staff. 
Angele Khachadour 
General Counsel 
Health Services Survey 
Dear Editor, 
I would like to thank the stu-
dents very much for their time in 
filling out the survey. The results 
have been and will be very help-
ful in determining what students 
want from Health Services. For 
instance, Health Services is using 
the answers to the insurance 
questions in helping to determine 
the insurance coverage for next 
year. For your information, the 
averages from the scored ques-
tions are published in this paper. 
In addition to the scored results, 
the comments many of you gave 
on the survey were excellent I 
will be submitting a report to ASH 
with com prehensi ve results of the 
health services survey; if anyone 
is interested in learning more 
about the results, please let me 
know. 
I also appreciate the comments 
from a number of people who 
have talked to me since the sur-
vey. Please feel free to drop a 
note in my SIC folder or give me 
a call if you would like to contrib-
ute anything. 
The results of the survey will 
be used this summer and into next 
year to help improve Health Ser-
vices. 
Elizabeth M. Calciano 
Unjust Race 
Dear Editor, 
Your short article on the Race 
For Justice failed to include some 
important facts. Although the 
event may have been a success as 
a fund-raising event, it was a 
failure as a race. 
At 9: 10 a.m. all or most of the 
participants lined up at the start 
But there was no race official at 
the start. As a joke, a passerby 
shouted, "Go!!!" This set the 
crowd off. Most did not know it 
was a false start, but many of us 
who did waited several minutes 
before jOining the run. 
How the officials have come 
up with times for the race is a 
mystery. 
For those of us who run seri-
ously, or even for those who are 
interested in a fair start and in 
reliable time keeping, the race 
was a disaster. 
Your article should have noted 
the problems so that they will not 
happen again next year. 
Brian Whitten 
Letters to the Editor 
Letters are accepted from anyone but must be typed or legibl y 
handwritten double-spaced. Letters should be clearly marked 
as such and must bear the writer's signature, name, and tele-
phone num ber. Frequent or lengthy contributors will be limited 
to ensure that a forum is available to everyone. We cannot print 
letters without signatures, but names will be withheld upon 
request if the circumstances warrant such action. Letters do not 
represent the opinion of the Law News, its staff, or Hastings 
College of the Law. 
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Letter from the Editor 
What Have We Learned? 
By John C. Andrews 
EOITOR-IN-CIUEF 
Since this is the last issue of 
the year, and my last as editor, 
I'd like to reflect on what de-
veloped into a significant year in 
the Hastings community. Sig-
nificant especially because the 
students have begun to demon-
strate their ability to effect 
positive change at Hastings. 
Building on prior experi-
ences, Hastings students this year 
realized that in order to create a 
better Hastings, we have to find 
and express our power ｡ｾ＠ the 
school's most significant con-
stituency. Through organization 
and perseverancc we have forced 
the College to reconsider ｩｌｾ＠
perceptions of ｳｴｵ､･ｮｌｾ＠ as mere 
faceless transients, as evidenced 
on many occasions this year. 
Last fall, the students Icd the 
fight against state legislation that 
would have allowed the ｈ｡ｾｴｩｮｧｳ＠
Board of Directors to re ume its 
pre-19!lO position of unchecked 
autonomy. ThiS legislation 
sought to overturn the 1980 Kno)( 
Act which ｬｩｲｮｬｌｾ＠ the Board's 
powerto appoint it! memher to 
lifetimc terms. Only under the 
Kno)( Act have women and mi-
norities had a cess to memher-
ship on the Hastings Board. Mir-
roring student concerns over the 
proposed removal of the Board's 
accountability to the tate, then-
Governor DcukmeJian vetoed the 
legi lation. 
Earlier this scme tcr, students 
harve ted the fir t fruits of their 
efforts to encourage diversity, a 
newly hired faculty Include three 
women, and an African American 
man. 
Most recently, fir t year tu-
dent, urpriscd by the sudden 
shift in the work study allounent. 
spearheaded the dnve to recon-
sider the policy. The work tudy 
plan announced by the College 
would have been disa trous lor 
fir·t years and for ｴｵ､｣ｮｴｾ＠ ICl(lk-
ing for 'ummer employment in 
public antere L Kay Burke,lormer 
Career Services counselor, who 
was fired because she chose to tell 
the truth rather than toe the ad-
mini tration party hne, urged 
Iud nl! to fight the n'w poliCy. 
Th Y did, and the pollC)' Wa! re-
vamped. 
l.a tly. hy amendang the ASH 
con titution With our votc , .tu-
dent e)(pr d to the College 
their commlunent that the LuI" 
New.I mu t be completely inde-
pendent, so that the new paper 
may report fairly, full}, and Ire 
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"From dialogue me trUth" 
from threats of retaliation b} the 
College. Thi came too laIC, 
however, to help two former Law 
Nl!Y>'s editors who had to go to 
court last ｾ･ｭ･ｳｴ･ｲ＠ to reclify 
mi .tatements thc Collegc placed 
on their Bar application that 
temmed from the editors c)tercl5e 
of thCIr First Amendment nghts. 
while thc new paper Itself "'a! 
forced to retain an attorney to get 
Its office doors unlocked. 
Why do wc have to work 0 
hard to bring about change? Why 
docs thc Ha ting admmi. tration 
10 I t on ignonng ludcnt per-
spective which h()uld be the 
prime factor in their 
decl ionmaklOg? How can wc 
enou Iy believe the College 
when II say things lake, the Wc t 
Block property, purchased m part 
With diverted sludcnt scholar hip 
fundsandco tingthcCollcgeovcr 
hall a million dollars an annual 
ｉｮｌ･ｲ･ｾＱ＠ paymcnt, is "for the ben-
rlt of the student "1 
CollliJrurd on ｬＧ｡ｾｲ＠ J 1 
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Periscope 
Welcome Home, Alread 
By Philip Sinco 
01'1: ｾｯｳｳ＠ EOITOR 
Even before the GulfWarw 
over,l ｗｾ＠ bothered b . the .. up-
port the troop:" i sue. ｾＱ Ｐﾷｴ＠
American. bellcved thc)' hall a 
duty to he "supponlvc" of the 
military per onnel over ea . 
While I agree that the mllitar, 
per onnel were entitled to publi 
.. ' upport" in ome en e, the 
meanang of thc phrase .. uppon 
th· troop " a' U d an the pohll<:al 
debatei amblguou atbe.·L Some 
enLlCS of the war ",ho wer at-
tacked as not "supporting the 
tr ps" argued that they _ upported 
Ihe mllatary personnel hy prot t-
an ' US read ane s to 'a ri tice 
Amencan live forOiI. BUI 
a majority of thc 
American public 
did nOI accept 
Ihis reason-
109 and 
be-
returned home 
HBO tal 
and no eteran throwan out a 
rust ptt h on opentng da) The 
Amcncan pu h had been di 
bythcVI tnam\\arandll med 
that pte JU "'an d to forgel 
aboutll Sotherelummg etelan 
were "rtuall) Ign red. Th Bu 
admanl lnIuon and the Am ncan 
pu h med LO bell) tng to nght 
trot wrong by a no\\ ledgang the 
ontnbutlon of the tr p an the 
Gulf ar_ 
Unfortunaldy,!hi acknow-
ledgement or the ccntribulion has 
rc:J hed absurd proportions and 
thepubJa • affectionrortheaoops 
h bee n continually manipulated 
lor political purposes. From 
hoolchildrcn and others who 
II d Y How ribboo to crass en-
Ir prencurs who marketed T-
han ,coffee mugs. pins.CIC. with 
logan uch as "I support Op-
erallon Desert Storm" and 
"These Colors Don't Run," the 
American public rallied .-ound 
the troop and thereby rallied 
around thc Bush adminisuation. 
While I am in ravor or show-
109 gratitude to those who risked 
Ihelr )aves for their COUftIry,I am 
concerned that the public i un-
tlunkingly conrorming to a herd 
In IInCI and thereby helping 
politiCian' duct dimcult issues. 
1111lary personnel have a job to 
do whi h entails ri , but every 
lrue r I aware or these n and 
choo to accept them. The fe-
'er pilch of hero worship gomg 
on out there in TV \and IS as-
IClundm and way out or propor-
lion 10 the soldiers' risks 10 the 
Gulf War. Of course, those men 
and women whodid act heroICally 
hould be honored as heroe ,but 
nOI cvery soldier who was m the 
Gull War deserves to be honored 
as uch. Compared to what troops 
had to undergo in WWIl, Korea, 
and Vietnam, the ovemacuon on 
Ihc part of the American public 
amounts to a slap 10 the race to-
""anls those veterans who had to 
makc much more ignlflcant 
nflce. 
Whall worstofall,however, 
i thaI the Bush admmisuation IS 
u an the public' affection for 
the troOP to aVOid difficult 
que lion concernmg U.S. polICy 
anthe 11ddleEast,andtotecpup 
Bu h' e ceplJonally high popu-
lanty raung. By contmually 
prill 109 the troop for their 
bra cry, their sacnfi e, etc ,Bush 
I abl t praJ him If and eep 
the public from que uonmg hi 
at1I n an the hght of hllldslghL 
The" el orne Home Heme " 
me sa e I conunually belllg kept 
an thc mamstream of political 
rh t nc. and media tmages m or-
d r to mam13m the nauonal unity 
hi h pportmg the troops has 
brought about. Many have fa-
ｾｯｲ｡｢ｬｹ＠ commented on thl 
"unIlY" but I fear that thi IS a 
danger U'i precedent that could 
lead to more Amencan mihtary 
mt.:ncnuOllS m the future. While 
Idonotot-jCCtLOwelcominghome 
the troop . I only hope that the 
public IS able LOmake a rusuncuon 
bct",cen upportingthctrOOpsand 
upponang US mihtar), pollCie . 
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Professor's Forum 
Hate Speech: Everybody's Problem 
By Mary C. Dunlap 
ADJUNcr PROFESSOR 
I am profoundly troubled by 
the hate speech debate. In par-
ticular, I am worried that we are 
not listening to each other in it 
(and instead are taking sides and 
polarizing), that we are confining 
too much of the process to draw-
ing narrow legal circles around 
wider societal problems, and that 
in focusing on the speech of group-
based hatred. we are evading op-
portunities to address silent ha-
tred. polite hatred. and the kind of 
hatred that simply harms, word-
lessly. while we drive unresolved 
animosities and bitterness under-
ground. Below and behind words 
and symbols, hatred can do dam-
age without recognition and 
without detection. 
From its inception. the hate 
speech debate has been cross-
hatched by legalisms. The verti-
cal lines read: free speech. inde-
pendent beliefs. academic free-
dom. the marketplace of ideas. 
The horizontals spell out: over-
coming discrimination. defining 
and remedying harassment. af-
fording equal protection. Who in 
their right mind and senses would 
consider choosing between these 
directions? Is any of us really 
prepared to forego one of these 
clusters of vital values for the 
other? For that matter. hasn' t 
putting the equal protection clause 
into practice required people to 
exercise strong First Amendment 
liberties. in concrete movements 
of minds, bodies and words (that 
many have found offensive) on 
the streets of this nation? Doesn't 
the full meaning and complex fla-
vor of the "marketplace of ideas" 
drive from the pluralism. diver-
sity of groups and dedication to 
overcoming bigotry (that many 
have found offensive) that are the 
quintessential reason for equal 
protection of the laws? Who has 
split the issue in this way. asking 
us to let go of one interdependent 
guarantee in supposed favor of 
advancing the other? The an-
swer.regrettably ,seems to be legal 
thinkers. 
The hate speech debate cries 
out beseechingly for a multi-dis-
ciplinary inclusion of voices and 
val ues beyond legal formulae and 
processes. We must transcend 
the rigidities of legal method (es-
pecially the adversary model) to 
see that there are other concerns 
about hate speech besides consti-
tutional ones. The self-confidence 
of the student who feels attacked 
by hate speech. the safety of the 
student whose views are labelled 
hate speech, the well-being. san-
ity and camaraderie of the entire 
community' in which hate speech 
is being identified and regulated-
all these. and other consideration 
that I as a lawyer am not trained to 
think about and value. nor neatly 
to categorize or doctrinalize, must 
be recognized. The hate speech 
debate has become the new forum 
for unresolved struggles over af-
fmnative action. integration of our 
schools and other institutions, 
pornography and sexual objecti-
fication of women, gay/lesbian-
bashing, on-the-job as well as on-
the-campus harassment, and mis-
treatment of people based on their 
membership in identifiable groups 
(e.g .• disabled persons. immi-
grants. political minorities. reli-
gious minorities). Arguing about 
hate speech. and too often rushing 
past common ground, we are ac-
tually arguing about a far more 
vast terrain - the relationships 
among law, society and individual 
conscience, as well as our attitudes 
toward this array of sticky prob-
lems. 
Certainly, it is fair to look to 
law to help us find clearer defini-
tion of what is objectionable, what 
is harmful and what should be 
actionable hate speech. Law 
should be able to help enunciate 
limitson ridding ourselves of hate 
speech without ridding ourselves 
of free speech; law should aid us 
in grasping the elements of what 
should be actionable harassment 
consisting of interference by 
words or symbols with the ability 
of person to work, study and live. 
But there are abiding difficul-
ties with reliance upon rules to 
uproot and change sometimes 
deep-seated prejudices. By 
themsel ves, legal form ulae do not 
cause people to stop scapegoating, 
or shunning (a silent form of hate 
speech that can do great harm, but 
that is never regulated by rules 
addressing speech), or to stop 
learning the hate that fuses these 
behaviors. More than this,along-
side legal formulations that must 
carefully account for effects on 
people's freedoms and opportu-
nities, we must develop ways of 
reinforcing personal responsibil-
ity for our prejudices, and for our 
fail ures to respond critically and 
amelioratively to the prejudices 
of others. While it may be ex-
tremely important for institutions 
to experiment with policies dis-
approving of (and, where appro-
priate, providing for remedies for 
the harms done by) hate speech, if 
we do not focus upon unlearning 
the hate that goes with the speech, 
the hate keeps on working in more 
subterranean ways, becoming 
potentially more toxic. Changing 
the face of racism. for example, 
which we have widely done in the 
U.S.A .• does not change its mind 
and its heart, which I suggest we 
have not yet significantly done in 
this nation. 
I passionately and logically 
believe that overcoming bigotry 
of every sort begins with myself 
(and. sometimes. ends there). As 
a teacher and public citizen. I have 
a responsibili ty to speak up when 
I observe something that I believe 
comes from a place of hatred (in-
cluding from myself). Knowing 
that hatred can be subtle. and can 
do its utmost damage when 
couched in rationales, I must be 
vigilant, As a lesbian woman, I 
have a responsibility not to jump 
back and seek to "pass" when I 
realize that an attack (be it the 
classic gay-bashing or sexual as-
sault. or the polite but stereotype-
fueled slight) is occurring. And 
the people affected by such at-
tacks are much more diverse than 
my own identity. I must learn to 
listen with empathy and a capac-
ity to connect with those different 
from myself who are being at-
tacked. As a white person. I have 
a responsibili ty to recognize how 
I myself and those around me 
have been taught racist reactions 
and racially derogatory perspec-
tives show through. As a person 
who suffered verbal, physical and 
sexual abuse as a child and teen-
ager, I cannot let these forms of 
hate speech and hate crime take 
place when I perceive them. As 
an alcoholic and co-dependent in 
recovery, I am responsible for 
maintaining continuing physical 
and emotional sobriety. and for 
being honest about dysfunction.! 
see within and around me. And. 
indeed. the list goes on. and none 
ASH Notes and Comments: Last Days, New Ways 
By Doug Fox 
ASH PRESIDENT 
This is the last issueoftheLaw 
News, and the last time I write my 
humblecolumnasASHPresident 
Every student should be ex-
cited about the results of last 
week's elections. I am very 
pleased to be passing the baton to 
Karen Carrera & Co. I know she 
will do an excellent job and will 
well represent Hastings in her 
various capacities. I expect she 
will learn to love being the target 
of cross·examination by the 
powers that be as much as I did. 
As a third year there is a 
temptation to get all bleary-eyed 
and reminisce about how much 
fun we had here at Hastings. But 
I can be tempted and not bite. The 
real issue should be how much 
have we actually learned here. 
Soon we will become private cor-
porations. attorneys. obfuscators. 
agitators. defenders. prosecutors. 
persecutors. and even lawyers. 
But the fundamental question 
underlying all that is done at 
Hastings is whether we have re-
ceived an education here or only 
acq uired a vocational skill. 
Decisions must soon be made 
regarding the arrangement and 
status of legal education. Diver-
sity is an integral part of the legal 
experience and should not be taken 
lightly. Diversity movements are 
symptoms of underlying discon-
tent with "traditional" processes 
of legal education. In law school 
of all places. the realities of 
American society should perme-
ate the classroom. even if this 
means (god forbid) reexamining 
the casebook method. 
It seems unarguable that pro-
fessors should strive to educate 
their students on the relevance of 
politics, history or culture to the 
black letter law required to pass 
their course or the Bar. To this 
end, ASH has supported a pro-
posed new category on the Pro-
fessor and Course Evaluation 
(PACE) form which grades the 
teacher on whether she incorpo-
rated a multiplicity of viewpoints 
in her presentation of the course 
material. The Faculty Curricu-
lum Committee is discussing this 
proposal now and it should go to 
the faculty this semester. Let's 
not tear down the wall. just read 
the writing on it. 
On to other matters: As we all 
know. California has a ludicrously 
large budget deficit that will 
manifest itself at Hastings in the 
shark's bite taken out of every 
student's pocket book. at least in 
comparison with this year. 
Hastings is still relatively inex-
pensive and. at least. teaches us a 
marketable trade. but it would be 
appropriate if the administration 
also took some hits too. I do not 
know the exact number of catered 
luncheons served in the Alumni 
Reception Center or the Dean's 
private conference room; 
California's taxpayers may want 
to know. Also. the Board of Di-
rectors' annual retreat for a week-
end in the summer must be paid 
for by public funds. LastJune. it 
was held at a plush resort in 
Carmel Valley. We should keep 
an eye on expenditures of public 
funds. and continually ask the 
question. "in whose interest?" 
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of the items I have omitted can be 
trivialized. 
But sometimes I will make 
mistakes. Jumping out of my car 
at the market to question a person 
who looks entirely able-bodied 
and is parking in the "disabled" 
space. I learn that she has a non-
evident disability. Sometimeswill 
overreact. Sometimes I will mis-
interpret While I am a respon-
sible person. I am not here to 
judge souls. And, because we 
share these vulnerabilities. it 
seems worthwhile for us all to 
approach hate speech compas-
sionately as well as vigorously, 
understanding that we all can 
make mistakes. overreact, misin-
terpret. Ultimately, I think we 
must regulate hate speech most 
effectively from within ourselves 
learning what it is personally, by 
staying aware of forms of it that 
we do not presently recognize as 
hate speech (what about those uses 
of "old" and "lame" and "asshole" 
and "baby"?). We must ultimately 
unlearn not just words but ways 
of viewing ourselves and one an-
other that convey hate. If we 
cannot do this hard work of 
psyche. conscience and coalition, 
alongside reall y listening to each 
other about the problem of hate 
speech and the bigger problems 
with which it is entangled. then I 
fear that law will do little 
more.than teach us which targets 
not to shoot at. while our hatred 
keeps on hunting. 
(With appreciation for all of 
my students at Hastings, USF, 
Stanford and Golden Gate Law 
Schools in the past several semes-
ters who have been willing to 
discuss this hard subject openly 
and candidly.) 
"True Colors" 
Continued from Page 7 
year's acquaintance. Loyalty is 
one thing. stupidity and masoch-
ism is another. Though the movie 
would have you believe only one 
of the two is slime. both are de-
ceitful and spineless chameleons. 
All in all. maybe they were meant 
for each other. 
Whichreminds me, frequently 
during the film Spader and Cusack 
are nose to nose and, maybe I've 
been in Baghdad by the Bay too 
long. they really look like they 
might have something going. 
Wink, wink. Maybe '01 JB has 
scoopedtheEnquirer. Maybenot. 
Probably not. Who knows? Who 
cares? 
Peter's campaign slogan is 
"The future's looking good!" 
Your future will look better if this 
celluloid isn't in it. "True Colors" 
definitely rings false. If you really 
want to see it. Joe Bob bets it will 
be in your video stores soon. very 
soon. (R. 100 Minutes. Regency 
1.) 
Hastings Low News ｰＨｊｧｾ＠ J J 
essons of the Past Year: How Students Made a Difference 
Cdu" .. "..r#lp' 
in RIUI'Il, his confusion and fear 
""10 feelings of ou!IBF and 
1IebayII. How contradiCtory that 
die CoIIep claims to educate fu-
UR lawyers yet, in this case, de-
Uberately disrupts a student's 
educIdon. 
Attbedeposition hearing held 
two clay. after Chrisunas, the 
IlUdent was further outraged to 
diIcover IhIt the lawsuit's only 
CIIJBe of action, a request for a 
aemporary reattaining order to 
preveIIllhc College from further 
dImIaiDIlhc reputations of in-
dividuals who previously aiti-
eized College officials, had been 
dbmiuedby the trial courtbefort 
the student was served. The 
subpoena was thus unnecessary 
and lIIlounltJd to nothing but a 
JI1IIUitous lwassment by an in-
lelllilive College. 
This story demonstrates the 
continuiD& need to pressure the 
CoIIcge intorccognizing students 
• die core of this educational 
ayIIem. 'Ibis institution is not just 
I vdUcle for raising alumni funds 
orspec"lari .. on real estate. True, 
.a&binistndon offICials rcpcat-
edIy say, ''Ihc ｾｴｳ＠ arc only 
here for I short time," but we arc 
alumniforevcr.lehallengeevery 
JI1IduIting student to hcIpassumc 
IOmC responsibility IOcnsurc that 
Hastings moves in the positive 
direction, towarddivcrsity, toward 
opening communication lines 
with the students and the com-
munity, toward treating students 
with greater dignity. 
1 hope this newspaper helped 
to facilil8lestudcntcmpowcnnent 
and communication by providing 
a key ingredient information. 
On these pages, we haveauempced 
tofulfill ouradage, "fromdialoguc 
comes truth." 
By the way ,I apologize to my 
Wills &: Trusts professor for my 
less than stellar effort on my exam 
last semester. I'm not making 
any excuses, just a poinL 
• • • 
1 also must make a point to to 
Ihanlt Ihe entire Low News stafffor 
their tireless efforts in cranking 
out a great paper each month this 
year. A special thanks goes out to 
two individuals who spent their 
entire law school lives toiling with 
me in the basemenL Our Copy 
Editor James cbmid, who, 
whether he knows it or nOl, had a 
great deal to do with my keeping 
sancovcr the last three years (oth-
ers may debaIc whether he was 
aclUalJysucccssful). Jamcs'sharp 
wit and C81Chy puns made the 
hectic times bearable. His writing 
talent is unmistakable to those of 
us who foDow his features and 
news stories, although some fel-
low students will never forgive 
him for failing to mention the 
Larkin Express in last 
September's deli review. His 
capability in overseeing every 
word and punctuation marlc in the 
paper earned him the tide "copy 
editinggod_" James wiD be sorely 
missed by the Low News, and 
cspeciaUy by me, when he leaves 
for Seattle after graduation. Phil 
Slnc:o, another three year veteran 
and Opinions Editor for the last 
two, is especially appreciated for 
his skill in pasting up the news-
paper boards before the final dash 
to the printer. Whenever 1 saw 
Phil hard at work. 1 knew the end 
of another production period was 
Ihanltfully ncar. Just keep the 
pholOcleaning solution away from 
him (he'll explain). 
The individual who really an-
chored the Law ｎｾｷｳ＠ ship was 
News Editor Betsy Johnwn. In 
her second and third years on the 
staff, Betsy was the caretaker of 
this operation's heart and soul: 
the news. The time and energy 
she put into pursuing leads, culti-
vating the skills of our writers, 
and writing several articles per 
issue herselfimpresscd us all. And 
the Hastings community is not 
quile safe yet; Betsy will be around 
another semester to make sure 
thatnonewsstonei leftuntumcd. 
Executive Editor Joe Vadala. 
famous in the LawNews office for 
his abilily to bring Interviewees 
to tears, as well as to their knee • 
ensured thai lhe new paper al-
ways had enough proVISions for 
the long haul, and kept u from 
taking ourselve lOO seriously.A 
speciallhanlts to Mike Sohigian. 
who gratefully lOOk charge as 
editor of the fealures section 
halfway Ihrough the year. What 
the Law ｎｾｷｳ＠ gained was a 
dedicated, enthu iaslic, and in-
credibly talenled individual. Mike 
has a big hean,and he let the Law 
News have a healthy portion of if 
Holtridlter, Daniel 800M, Pete 
William, and Pete Turcotte. 
who are largely respon ible for 
how greal the paper looks. And 
thank , Anne MoIgaard, who. 
though he' too modesl and 
embarrassed to admit II, became a 
valuable contributor and morale 
boosler for the Law ｎｾｷｳＬ＠ and 
along the way grew to be a special 
friend. 
Finally, I'd like to thank the 
Hasting tudent body for recog-
nizing the importance of a froe 
and independenl ludent new -
paper. As a result, the JltJStings 
Law News remain an organiza-
tion whose pwposc i to safeguard 
a forum for luden! (and adult) 
ideas and view . 
this year. ｲｲＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭｾ＠An additional thanks 10: 
Margo Buckln, whose official 
title of Production Editor doesn'l 
even begin to describe her contri-
butions as advertising manager, 
staff wriler. and general office 
organizer (Margo, you don't how 
much easier you made my life this 
year): Production Editor Lily Y ft, 
a joy to work with and always 
dependable whenever she could 
get out of her twin- ized bW: our 
production leam and compuler 
DOUBTFUL ABOllT GOD' 
Is America becommg a !heoc· 
racy? Is church/state separation 
becoming chllJchI tate connectlOll7 
Who invented !he Idea or hre after 
dea!h IIId the God idea 7 
Invite !he P-lsslbility or Atheism 
into your hfe. can American 
··OIAL-AN-ATHEISr·. at (41S) 
647.8481. Speakers are aVlllable 
in classroom settmgs. If you are a 
subscriber of Vlacom Cable TV. 
the Americ/JII A'Mist For_ is 
broadcast each Monday al S:30p.m. 
onCharmel2S. Remember. "Jfyou 
carmot speak yOIlJ mInd. you are a 
slave:' 
layoul ma ler John ＢｚｾｾＢ＠ ｾ］］］］］］］］］ｾ＠
ｔｨ･ｦｩｲｳｴｾ＠ "ter that fits in your Wdllet 
JnJrodudng /be ajJardabIe PerwaJ LoserWri/er LS. 
)W CdD get ｾ＠ ｾＭｾ＠ 00cuments )W sale aM print dlarncters smoothly and precisely, from the 
withoot W"ditq in line for the lacier printer at the <XIIJIXlffr lab. smalbt footJm k> the ｾ＠ headline. 
ｾ＠ new Persooal ｾ＠ LS (linter is the om afbdalE 'I'his means that now every stLXient and professor can afford a 
ｾ＠ la'elWritereYet It Ie dE power k> pudtIE a1ip text aM pinter that aeates the ｾ＠ am most ｩｭｾ＠ doaunents-
riD, ｨｗｴｾ＠ gt1IilD at a rate ci up k> fOOr p3IJ5 a min- with diagrcum, cham aM ilhSralions tha11eap off ｴｨ･ｾＮ＠
ole (it eYen hz a 00ilt-in, hijHpeed serial almDln k> furde' In ｾ＠ \\mls, it was designed fO let }OO ｾ＠ ｾ＠
enIlarKE ｾｰ･ｲ｢ｲｉｬ｡ｲ･ＩＮ＠ rut ci a MD1k&r amputer that AwIe built infO it Not 
It iIm'p(l'aIeS 'IhJ6jpe;' ｾ＠ new b1t IIrlumgy that leis ｾ＠ dEpo'tWtk> blk)Wl' best.1re p<mer to be)OOf besr. 
info • n contact Greg Cast at 565-4813 
ｾｾＧａｉ＠ __ I' .. -- '-'10&&1\1 OF '91! 
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Hastings Drops West Block Suit 
By Kemy Monahan 
STAFF WRITER 
The issue of West block devel-
opment once more carne to the 
forefront on March 18, when 
Hastings asked the San Francisco 
Superior Court to dismiss the 
College's suit for declaratory 
judgementon the issue of whether 
it can claim an exemption from 
local zoning law. The College 
had asserted that it should be in-
cluded under the provision of the 
California Constitution which 
establishes the University of 
California undcr the Board of 
Regents and exempts that insti-
tution from zoning laws. 
Ata panel discussion on March 
20, Hastings' Director of Facili-
ties, Ed Levine said that the suit 
was dropped "in the spiritof good 
faith and cooperation with the 
city." Although he still insists 
that Hastings is "generally ex-
empt" from from San Francisco 
planning and zoning ordinances, 
Levinc said, "it should not be 
something that we end up going 
to war over." 
However, there may have been 
some concern regarding whether 
the College would win the suit. 
Although in 1879 the Act that 
established Hastings was incor-
porated by reference into the 
provision of the California Con-
BeeWrite Word Processing 
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stitution which establishes the 
University of California, all ref-
erence to the Hastings Act was 
subsequently deleted by a 1918 
amendment. Since then, the state 
legislature has controlled the af-
fairs of Hastings, a creature of 
statute, by legislation. 
Furthermore, a 1981 agree-
ment between the U.c. Regents 
and the Hastings Administration 
defines the "Regents of the Uni-
versity of California" as "a cor-
poration created and existing un-
der the Constitution of the State 
of California." But it defines 
"Hastings College of the Law" 
separately as "a public institution 
created and existing under the laws 
of the State of California." 
City officials and Tenderloin 
community representatives 
present at the panel expressed their 
hope that the latest move is a 
signal that the College is now 
willing to work wi th its neighbors 
and the city, San Francisco 
Deputy Mayor Brad Paul said that 
although the Hastings adminis-
tration has been very difficult to 
deal with in the past, this is "a 
very positive sign." 
During the discussion, Nancy 
Russell, a representative from the 
North of Market Planning Coali-
tion, appeared skeptical about the 
future of affordable housing in 
the Westblock. Development of 
the property would mean the 
demolition of at least 187 Ten-
derloin homes. "The biggest 
problem," said Russell, "is that 
Hastings docs not seem to recog-
nize the importance of the com-
munity. Even a law school has an 
obligation to its neighbors." 
Legal Ease 
AGraduateCityPlanningclass 
at U ,c. Berkeley came to the con-
clusion that the best use for the 
property would include both af-
fordable community housing and 
student housing units. According 
to Berkeley Prof. John Landis, an 
informal survey of Hastings stu-
dents indicated that "many more 
students would like to live near 
Hastings than currently do." 
Deputy Mayor Paul empha-
sized that, in light of the present 
real estate and credit markets, the 
"highest and best use" of the 
property would includeaffordable 
housing, which the city has of-
fered to finance. According to 
Paul, the city is willing to pay the 
estimated six to eight million 
dollars necessary to rennovate the 
low income housing units already 
on the Westblock. Hastingscould 
then gTant the city a long-term 
lease on the buildings. 
The S7.5 million in loans 
Hastings carries on its Westblock 
and McAllister Tower properties 
should be a sLrong incentive for 
the College to do something with 
its invesLrnent properties. Ac-
cording to the College's 1991-92 
projection of revenues and ex-
penditures presented to the Fi-
nance Committee in February, 
next year's interest payments 
alone will take over S800,OOO 
from the school's budget, at the 
same time that tuition may rise by 
as much as forty percent due to 
"budgetary constraints." 
"Hastings, the neighborhood 
and the city should sit down and 
look at what real istically can work 
[on the WestblockJ." said the 
Deputy Mayor. 
By R. JANICE McINTYRE 
Dew Process 
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Panel Clashes 
Over Arts Funding 
By Karen Ciesar 
STAFF WRITER 
Law Students for the Arts 
hosted a lively panel on "First 
AmendmentRights and the Arts," 
featuring a heated discussion of 
censorship and morality in the 
media, 
One issue discussed was the 
conLroversy over the National 
Endowment for the Arts' funding 
of 'obscene' or questionable 
works. David Llewellyn, from 
the Western Center for Law and 
Religious Freedom, stated that a 
large measure of the NEA cen-
sorship debate arises from the 
common misconception that all 
ideas are equal. Instead,Llewellyn 
believes it is the proper function 
of a responsible society to distin-
guish between valuable ideas and 
those ideas with little or no merit, 
and to provide funding for the 
former only, Charles Wiley, a 
reporter representing Accuracy In 
Media, approached the contro-
versy differently, arguing that 
NEA funding limitations did not 
present a freedom of speech issue, 
but rather aquestion of appropriate 
and efficient allocation of federal 
resources. Why, argued Wiley, 
should we finance artists who take 
obscene photographs when we 
aren't effectively providing for 
deserving welfare and social se-
curity recipients? "The issue," 
said Wiley, "is not whether artists 
are allowed to display obscene 
works, but whether tax dollars 
should be spent to pay for work 
that the majority of taxpayers dis-
approve of. " 
The panel also discussed cen-
sorship in general. Llewellyn 
reminded the audience that gov-
ernment limitation of inappropri-
ate speech is not a new concept, 
citing the "fighting words" ex-
emption from First Amendment 
protection. Peter Franck, an en-
tertainment and copyright attor-
ney who has defended censored 
artists in the past, said that the 
entire censorship issue "boils 
down to sex," Franck believes 
that the government finds it nec-
essary to hide sexuality and the 
beauty of the human body from 
the public in general, claiming 
that anyone in touch with :heir 
own body would have a difficult 
time blowing apart the bodies of 
others in the Middle East. Franck 
would prefer the government fo-
cus its energies on eradicating the 
American fascination with vio-
lence. "Why do they always pair 
the words 'sex and violence?'" he 
said. "Sex is good, violence is 
bad ... but they want you to asso-
ciate them with one another." 
Panelist Jello Biafra, most 
widely known as the lead singer/ 
lyricist for the punk band The 
Dead Kennedys, recently pre-
vailedin acensorshipprosecution 
in Los Angeles. He was indicted 
for distribution of "harmful mat-
ter"tominors because he included 
a poster reproduction of the 
painting "Penis Landscape" by 
Swiss artist and Academy Award 
winner H. R. Giger in his politi-
cally charged album "Franken-
christ." Biafra believes, as does 
Franck, that the NEA debates are 
symptomatic of a much larger 
issue. The real goal of government 
censorship, Biafra asserted, is 
denial of access to information in 
general - with censorship of art 
and music as merely a convenient 
starting place to get the public 
accustomed to having ideas hid-
den from it. The government 
wants us all to be "obedient, un-
informed, smart shoppers." 
Lowell Landowski, a Repub-
lican Party Lobbyist and repre-
sentative for the Society for Tra-
ditional Values was not shy about 
speaking on behalf of the "extreme 
religious right." He responded to 
Biafra 's accusations of a religious 
right conspiracy to imbue the 
American public with its own 
Christian morals through media 
domination, by pointing out that 
the level of sex and violence on 
television and in movies either 
belie the existence of such a 
conspiracy, or at least prove that 
it has been wildly unsuccessful. 
Landowski lamented the absence 
of Christian values in mainsLrearn 
entertainment - citing "Chariots 
of Fire" as the last movie em-
bodying such values - and ex-
pressed concern that ubiquitous 
and emotionally damaging imag-
ery in the media is harming our 
children and society as a whole. 
Professor Calvin Massey 
moderated the discussion and, as 
the argument gTew more heated, 
it took all of his efforts to kccp the 
panel in their seats. The panelists 
were not beneath snatching mi-
crophonesaway from one another, 
and on occasion, the "discussion" 
degenerated into name calling. 
The turnout included students, 
members of the Bay Area's pro-
fessionallegal and art communi-
ties, and, of course, lello group-
ies, in attendance. 
For those who missed this 
event, a video-wpe of thc pancl 
discussion is on reserve in the 
Television Office of the 1 <)8 
McAllister Building, 
The author is the president of 
Law Students for the Arts, who, 
with treasurer Mary Wirth, orga-
nized the event . 
.. 
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Hastings Moot Court 
Entrants Score Big 
Do Skittles and Beer, Not Vittles Here 
By Joe Vadala 
ExEamvB EDITOR 
Hastings students enjoyed 
elU:eplional success this year in 
inIereoOegiale moot coon com-
petitions, highlighted by the third 
place finish of Hastings' team in 
IheGiIesRich Pat.entLawnational 
moot coun competition in 
WashingtOn, D.C. The National 
Appellate Advocacy team won its 
region and looks forward to 
competing in the national finals 
next August in Atlanta, Georgia. 
In March,theGilesRichPatent 
Law team advanced past Boalt 
HaD to take fust place in the re-
gion, before moving on to its finish 
in the nationals. ''This was a great 
experience," said participant 
Margie MerriO. ''The judges try 
their hardest to rattle you. It's a 
challenge to not let them." 
Hastings also won the regional 
rounds of the National Appellate 
Advocacy Competition and will 
compete in the national rounds in 
Atlanta this Augusl According 
to MOOl Court coordinator Melissa 
Johnson, "That competition had 
one of the most interesting 
hypotheticals," posing the ques-
tion whether a minister breached 
his fiduciary duty by having sex 
with a woman he had counseled. 
Other competitions this year 
included the Frederick Douglass 
and the National Environmental 
Law moot coon competitions in 
February. One of the four 
Hastings teams advanced to na-
tionals in the Douglass competi-
COlltUtllrd 011 Pagr 14 
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by white wine and dill, A Iiule 
soupy, and not what you'd expect 
from chili, but an enjoyable ta te. 
The vegetarian black bean chili, 
while overly sweet and su pi-
ciously lacking anything black, 
also was satisfying. 
The sandwiches were the high 
point of the meal. Fillings include 
beer-roasted beef, corned beef. 
ham and turkey, with unu ual 
condiments, such as pesto, all 
served on a fresh, cru ty, seeded 
baquette. Any sandwich can be 
spiced up by adding a few drop 
of an unu ual ｡ｰｰｬ･ｳ｡ｵ｣･Ｍ｢｡ｾ･､＠
hot sauce on the table: a sauce 
which mu t be used sparingly if 
you want to ｴ｡ｾ･＠ anything else for 
the next few days. Alas, they are 
accompanied by more of those 
dreadful chips. Salads eame in 
for resounding praise. Starting 
with fresh, non-iceberg lettuce, 
NO FLUFF, 
JUST FI1NESS 
At Golden Gate Fitness Center we think that many health ｣ｬｵ｢ｾ＠
have lost sight of your primary goal...fitness! We have opened our 
fitness center because the time is right to re-focus. This is a ''back-
to-basics" facility. What we don't offer is exaggerated membership 
deals or a one system cure-all. What we do offer is a super clean, 
we1llighted space, full of brand new state-of-the-art fitness equip-
ment Our experienced trainers will assist you by designing a 
realistic fitness program that fits your lifestyle ... not ours. 
Pialse phone or stop by for mLJI'e information. We fmture: 
• MAXlCAM • UFE CYCLES 
• NAunLUS • MASSAGE 
• CYBEX • PERSONAL TRAINING 
• OLYMPIC FREE WEIGHTS • AEROBICS 
• STAIRMASTERS • SKI CONOmONING 
l-N-EiS 
CENTER 
Hours: 
Monday-Friday 5:30 a.m. -8 p.m. 
Saturday 8 a.m.-6 p.m. 
Golden Gate Fitness Center 
358 Golden Gate Azmue 
San Fnmdsco, CA 94102 
(415)-776-7113 
rs..a&. .. ｾｌｅ＠
they include a wide variety of 
veggies and a choice of ta ty 
dressings. 
Luckily. you can get the self-
service food quickly .a11 the better 
to get back to the real reason for 
coming to the 20 Tank: drinking 
beer. playing the great vintage 
hufneboard game and listening 
to one of the be l. most eclectic 
jukeboxes in the City. (Patsy Cline 
to Boogie Down Production and 
everything in between.) All of 
which can be pursued in 8 loud, 
convivial and wprisingly moke-
free environment. 
A word of C811tion about the 
huffieboard: If you are chal-
I nged to a garne by a ceruin Low 
ewseditorandhi fl8ncee.don·t 
play for money. 
20 Tank ｂｲｾｷｾｲｹ＠ 3/6 11th 
Street (between Folsom and 
lIarrison in the heart of the SoMa 
club sccnt'.) Op('n/or lunch. din-
ner and late drinks. If you go, 
take cash. Becausf! the brew 
some 0/ the best bur in the ClIy. 
and th(' don' uakf! American Ex· 
preH . .. or ｾ Ｇｪｳ｡Ｎ＠ or Mastf!rcard 
or checks. 
Spinning in the Seventies 
COfltiflllrdfrOIll Pag, 7 
- David Bowie. Was there any 
perfonner in the 70' who had a 
greater influence over the hapc 
and sound of popular mu i ') 
From Roxy Mu ic to the ｃｵｲｾＮ＠
Bowie opened the door for a lot of 
people when he burst on the ene 
in hi androgynou Ziggy persona. 
Four albums are Ii ted here be-
cause each repre ･ｮｌｾ＠ a different 
sound for Bowie theChamclcon. 
A personal favorite i "She h k 
Me Cold" off Ihe Man Who Sold 
the World, which an wer the 
mu. ical que uon: How would II 
soundifBowlcsangleadforBla k 
Sabbath? Ju ! the emergence of 
Bowie alone i enough to ｾ＠ ur 
the place of the 70' a a greal 
dade for musi . 
NallY Drf!ad -Bob Marley and 
the Wailer , Did you like the 
Police? Were you kanking to the 
Special and Madness? So ubiq-
UIlOU are reggae and world beat 
rhythm today. ill hard to believe 
that before the early 70's- and 
the commercial uccess of thl 
album -no one had even heard 
Afro-Caribbean mu ic. Rappers. 
lOO,owealolloMarley. Muehof 
early rap mu ic was set over dub 
rhythm that trace directly to 
Marley and the W8Jlers. The 60' 
blew the ltd off of what was po -
ible 10 pop musIc. but the 70' 
broke the stranglehold of \\;hlte 
British male. 
f!Vf!r Mind the Bolio 
Hf!re's lhe Sa PIStols - The Se 
Pistol . Spcakmg of blowmg the 
lid off thing. here i the album 
that saaned the mo ernent that 
shauered the sound and bu me 
or pop music. ThingsJust ha\Cfl't 
beenthesame mcem rs.C • 
Jones. Rotten. and VI IOU fl t 
sneered at us m 1976. Altemau\e 
mu Ic-punk. ne\\, Wa\e. no 
wa e. nerd rock. gothi roc. 
speed metal. speed core, thrash 
metal. etc. -mushroomed after 
the arrival or thi banet GianI 
corpcnIC record companies were 
DO Jon&er the arbiters or what was 
cool in music. This is a classic 
rock and roll album. Drop the 
needle on any track and it' bU7.7. 
saw guitar , 'narling lyric ,anda 
very Big Attitude. Fittingly. nonc 
of the ex Pi tol actually played 
on the alhum. th Ir mu icianshlp 
no! being up to the pnmitive blud-
gconmgrequired.ln tCJdJohnny 
Rott n howled over a retinue of 
tudlO mu iClan (notal1ly Chn 
Spcddmg on gUitar). The x 
Pi. tol - prun ' from the bro" or 
clothing tore owner lal olm 
Mdaren-wcre a re pon e to the 
ham and arufi em popular mu-
IC. It I fltllng that thl.: PI tol 
th m ehe were a ham. 
/louses 0/ thf! /loly - Led 
Zeppelin. What mcnuon of mu-
ic 10 the 70' would be complete 
without a nod to the Mother of All 
Metal Band? Zep owned the 
70' • and their ucee and sound 
pawned untold thou and of 
cion . You can probably hear 
"Stairway to Heaven" as much on 
the radio today as you could m the 
70'. ( ot that thi i a good 
thing.) 1I0usf!s of the 1I0ly i 
II ted here because It IS one of the 
few Zep album that I Ii tenable 
all the way through-no inlemll-
nableJlmmyPagedrug-raga ,and 
Ro n Plan! keep the bleating to 
a minimum. The opemng in tru-
mental uon of "The Song Re-
maIO the arne" I pure adrenahn 
exuberance. and Page' acou tiC 
gUitar ",orIc on "The Ram Song" 
I a hmgly I)ncal. There of the 
al urn falls m hne "Ith compact, 
h -filled tune underscored by 
John Bonham' trademark 
ledgehammer drumming. 
/louser ts the be t from a wildly 
popular band \\, ho e sound I of-
ten rtXycled but ne\er equalled. 
The fore om II t I auenu-
ated because of Iimitauons 10 
space and auenllOn pan. Many 
great aru LS are mi ing-Elvis 
Costello. Sly Stone. Isaac Hayes. 
The Jam. But the Itst makes clear 
that the decade of the 70's was 
much more than the decade that 
brought us KC and the Sunshine 
Band, nI TeUy Savalas. 
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Day in Court 
Continued from Page 5 
do this, instead of remaining pas-
sive and relying on attorneys. As 
it turns out, the NLG attorneys 
really did a good job and did a lot 
of preparation and I wasn't really 
required to do anything." 
Private Sector Prosecutors 
Because of the overflow from 
the mass sweeps of protestors, the 
court system has been clogged. 
To address this problem, the San 
Francisco District Attorney's Of-
fice has allowed attorneys from 
the private sector to serve as vol-
unteer prosecutors (also called 
"Loaner DAs") to try these cases. 
Riva Enteen, Demonstrations 
Coordinator for the National 
Lawyers Guild, thinks the attor-
neys should not serve as pros-
ecutors at all, but oniy as defense 
counsel because of the political 
sensitivity of these issues. "The 
role of the defense attorney is to 
get an acquittal and the role of the 
prosecutor is to insure a fair, im-
partial trial and assure justice," 
she said. "ItisnottheroleofaDA 
to have a political agenda, which 
is an abuse of the system." 
Bye Bye Billie 
Continued from Page 4 
Feeling the need for change 
herself, Billie felt she justcouldn 't 
pass up the one-time early retire-
ment plan. Yet this opportunity 
did not make her decision any 
easier. "If you've ddne something 
for a long time and enjoy it, it's 
hard! It's irrevocable!" she said. 
"It'll change my life for the better, 
but who knows." 
Not one to express sorrow but 
momentarily, she perked up when 
asked about her best memories of 
Hastings. "It's never been dull, 
it's fun and interesting," she ex-
claimed. She enjoyed being with 
the students, faculty, and staff. 
Given all her interaction with 
Hastings folks, I thought that I 
could extract newsworthy infor-
mation from Billie. "I like to 
gossip as well as the next person, 
butljustdon'thaveany," she said 
emphatically. She said that people 
always assumed that she knew 
everything because she answered 
the telephones. She claimed to be 
the last to know anything. 
Like other soon-to-be gradu-
ates, Billie plans to travel abroad, 
to Great Britain and the Scandi-
navian countries with her husband, 
Carl. But for now she's going to 
cnjoy her new found leisure time 
and sleep in late. There was no 
hint of concern about being bored. 
In fact, bingo games and the like 
have no place in her life. 
So for those of you who missed 
the opportunity to give her a 
heartfel t farewell, you get another 
chance at this year's commence-
ment on May 18th. 
"These volunteer DAs 
couldn't try themselves out of a 
paper bag," said Malcheski, who 
represented Rand during her trial. 
"They didn't know the basics of 
criminal procedure nor did they 
understand the basic concept of 
reasonable doubL Allowing these 
downtown lawyers to use these 
cases as trial practice is a wasteof 
taxpayer dollars." 
Rand pointed out some glaring 
mistakes that occurred during her 
trial on March 29. "They (the 
volunteer DAs) couldn't even ask 
the right questions," said Rand. 
"The judge was telling them what 
to ask." The crux 0 f the 
prosecution's cases hinged on 
police identification of defendants 
from booking photos taken on the 
day they were arrested. Malcheski 
objected to this and wanted the 
photo of Rand admitted only as an 
exhibit. "As the [volunteer) DA 
was bringing the photo to the 
judge," said Rand, "he tried to 
give the policeman [who was in 
the witness stand) a glimpse of 
the photo. At that point my law-
yer objected and called for a mis-
trial, which was granted." 
San Francisco Assistant DA 
Moot Court 
Cleans Up 
Continued from Page 13 
tion, debating the constitutional-
ity of a federally funded school 
which allowed an organization to 
restrict its members to only black 
women. In addition, twO of the 
teams were sponsored entirely by 
the Black Law Students Associa-
tion, rather than the school. 
At the National Environmen-
tal Moot Court competition in 
New York, the Hastings team ar-
gued the criminal liability of 
corporate officials who failed to 
investigate a possible hazardous 
waste spill, fmishing 18th out of 
50 schools. 
Hastings also participated in 
the Roger Traynor State Moot 
Court Competition where the 
Hastings team of third years Brian 
Kindsvater, Celia McGuiness, and 
Francis Torrence won first place. 
McGuiness took Best Advocate 
honors. 
Hastings is also participating 
in the National Moot Court 
Competition, the country's oldest 
and most established competition. 
Johnson stated that next year 
Hastings will participate in nearly 
all these competitions as well as 
hosting the Jessup International 
competition." While next year's 
National and Jessup teams have 
already been selected, Johnson 
encourages students to try out for 
the other competitions in the fall. 
"It is a unique opportunity more 
students should try to take advan-
tage of," Johnson stated. 
Hastings Law News 
Jerry Coleman, quoted in the San 
Francisco Chronic/e, defended 
the use of volunteer prosecutors 
as an inexpensive response to the 
overburdened system. He re-
sponded to a motion challenging 
the capabilities of the prosecutors 
as full of "inaccurate and irrel-
evant conclusions." 
According to Enteen, the out-
come of two trials involving 234 
defendants have resulted in 16 
guilty verdicts, 95 dismissals, 100 
acquittals, 32 no contest pleas, 
and one mistrial. 
Despite the hassles, Rand said, 
"I have no regrets. These police 
sweeps are intended to stop us 
from protesting, an effort to scare 
us. Our acquittals prove that to 
continue to prosecute people in 
sweeps is wrong." 
Hong is feeling the pressures 
of first year law school. "At this 
point, I'm tired and the war is 
over. I'm already behind in school 
and things are piling up. I don't 
want to think about it [her trial) 
anymore," she said. However, 
when asked whether she regretted 
participating in the demonstra-
tions, she said, "No, I had to say 
what I had to say." 
Peg Departs 
Continued from Page 4 
no one was visibly living on the 
streets. We didn't even need a 
Security DepartmenL We just 
had a night watchman." 
Meacham has a few plans for 
when she "retires." She is going 
back to school herself and wants 
to study art, archeology and maybe 
linguistics. "Whatever suits my 
fancy," she said. But she has no 
plans to leave the Bay area, where 
she has lived since the 1930's. 
She considers it "the chosen area." 
Asked if she'll miss Hastings, she 
ASH Elections 
Continuedfrom Page 1 
Representative and a member of 
the Asian/Pacific American Law 
Student Association and LEOP 
Council. The three of them ran on 
a single ticket. 
Carrera says her overriding 
goal is increasing diversity at 
Hastings. Another of Carrera's 
goals is establishing an on campus 
child care facility . "I know a lot 
of students have children," she 
says, "and [on campus child care) 
is something we should have." 
Also on the ballot was a pro-
posal to amend the ASH consti-
tution to delete Artic1e.V, Section 
4, providing for ASH oversight 
over the Law News. The amend-
ment passed by a vote of 302-67, 
more than the two-thirds of votes 
cast needed to amend the consti-
tution. As a result of the vote, the 
Law News becomes like any other 
student organization, losing its 
unique constitutional status. 
April 16,1991 
Hate Speech Proposal 
Continued from Page 2 
rrwrality,personal honor, and the 
rights of others as is demanded of 
good citizens. Accordingly, each 
student shall respect, and not in-
fringe upon, the rights of other 
students to be free from violence, 
intimidation by threat of violence, 
or personal vilification on the basis 
of the other students' race, color, 
religion, ancestry, national origin, 
sex, sexual orientation, age or 
disability. The College will pro-
vide all students with an academic 
environment that is conducive to 
rational discourse, free expres-
sion of ideas and other communi-
cative conduct, and equal educa-
tionalopportunities. To accom-
plish this purpose the College will 
take disciplinary action, to the 
extent permitted by the United 
States and California Constitu-
tion, against any student who 
violates the disciplinary rules set 
forth in section 52.00. 
Add new paragraph to §52.00: 
Engaging in violence, intimi-
dation by threat of violence, or 
personal vilification of another 
individual or small group of indi-
said, "Yes, the individual people, 
but not as an institution. I will 
definitely miss some of the stu-
dents - the ones who give pur-
pose to why you work. There are 
some genuinely fine people." 
The College will apparently 
miss Meacham. Despite her of-
ficial retirement date of April 1, 
the school has hired her to continue 
running the bookstore through the 
semester. They will decide soon 
whether to lease out the bookstore 
or hire another manager. 
Meacham hopes they avoid en-
trepreneurs. "It would just mean 
a rise in prices." 
viduals on the basis of race, color, 
religion, ancestry, national origin, 
sex, sexual orientation, age, or 
disability. Speech or other ex-
pression constitutes personal vili-
fication if it: 
(1) is intended to insultorstig-
matize an individual or small 
number of individuals on the ba-
sis of race, color, religion, ances-
try, national origin, sex, sexual 
orientation, age, or disability; and 
(2) is addressed directly to the 
individual or individuals; and 
(3) insults or stigmatizes the 
individual or individuals; and 
(4) makes use of "fighting" 
words or non-verbal symbols. 
As used in this paragraph, 
"fighting" words or non-verbal 
symbols are those that (1) by their 
very utterance inflict injury or 
tend to incite an immediate breach 
of the peace and (2) are com-
monly understood to convey direct 
and visceral hatred or contempt 
for human beings on the basis of 
their race, color, religion, ances-
try, national origin, sex, sexual 
orientation, age or disability. 
TYPING SERVICE 
12 years experience 
Fast 
Reasonable 
Dependable 
Call Lisa at 648-1328 
MR. CLEAN 
(AIRLINE CLEANERS) 
PROFESSIONAL ONE·STOP CLEANERS 
DRY CLEANING 
EXPERT AL TERArlONS 
FINISHED LAUNDRY 
WASH ·N· FOLD 
116 Hy<1e St. (near Golden Gate) 77&-t656 
The Hastings Book Store 
Casebooks - Hornbooks - Commercial Study Aids-
Pens - Paper - Pencils - T-Shirts -Mugs 
o 
Don't wait until it's 
too late! Go to the 
Hastings Book 
Store now for all 
your study needs. 
Hours: 8:00-3:00 
Monday - Friday 
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Wilson, Whelan on Their Way 
Co"'''fro", p •• 4 
article, Ibis year's hiring of some 
DeW professors and granting of 
ｉｃｄｾ＠ 10 ochers significantly in-
erased the diversity of the fac-
ulty. Diversity goals will again 
be signiflC8llt factors when the 
Faculty AppoinunenlS Commit-
tee begins looking next fall 10 fiU 
the two remaining facully vacan-
cies. 
Looking Ahead 
In the future, the professors 
expect more or less to continue 
their favorite scholarly pursUilS. 
Apparently, "retirement" among 
academics docs not leave much 
time for cruise ships and golf reo 
The Eye Bids a Teary Farewell 
Co"'''fro", P •• 6 
sorts. 
Professor Kanowitz, who has 
taught at Hastings for 19 years. 
had not contemplated retiring at 
all and had in fact planned on 
leaching "indefinitely" until he 
learned of the retirement plan. 
But, said Kanowitz, "it was a 
very financially attractive offer." 
1be professor intends tocontinue 
to write books. including a nearly 
completed translation of a treatise 
on Japanese labor law. and to 
remain actively involved in labor 
arbitration. He also confessed 
that he may finally have the time 
to read "a few books that have 
nothing to do with law." 
Professor Smith, who ha 
taught at Hastings for 20 years. 
expressed hi desire to get in-
volved again with the 'alional 
Judicial College at the Unh'ersity 
of evada, where he once was an 
Assistant Dean and Profes r of 
under Ju ticeCIark. The alional 
Judicial College W8! establi hed 
10 help state trial judge deal with 
increa ing pre ure and 
cascloads. 
Profe or Whelan, who ha 
taught at Ha ling for 17 years, 
optimistically said. "I'm not re-
tiring from something: I'm reur-
ing to something." In the imme-
diate future, he hope' to fini h 
writing a government contracts 
text and may do some government 
contracts work for a law flfl11 in 
the city. 
Profes or Wilson, with 16 
years on the faculty, refused to 
call the occa.lon of hcr lea\'ing 
Hasting "rctiremcnt," and in. lead 
Pagd5 
opted for the term "graduation." 
The early retirement bonus. hc 
said, was the "jolt I nceded to get 
outofhcrc.ltwasnevermyintent 
or de ire to work at the same job 
for 30 years, and even 16 seem. 
like too long." Professor Wilson. 
who adapted and produced aver-
Ion of Melka at Hasting 18! t 
pring, com idcrs herself a writer 
and plan to continue her literary 
career upon her "graduation." 
Thi is probably not the 18! t 
that tudents will sec of the retir-
ing professors, however. They 
will likely be grdllted Professor 
Emeritus statu at the next Board 
of Directors meeting and allowed 
to retain an office on campu . 
Additionall y. they could be asked 
to teach again as adjunct profes-
sor if the College ha a need for 
thelT panicular Cltpcnlse. 
the Eye customarily finds itself at 
such gatherings, a rakish second 
year, who has figured in other 
tales the Eye has told here, was 
piu:hing his woo ata lovely young 
woman who was buying none of 
what he was selling. "I love your 
outfit." said our man lecherously. 
"'bat'snice," she responded, "but 
I c:ertainly didn't wear it for you." 
The Eye was silently applauding 
the young woman' sdeftdeOection 
of an obviously unwelcome ad-
vance, and the object of applause 
leaned back triumphantly against 
thewaU. Unfonunately,shestood 
in a puddle of spilt suds, her high 
heels slid out from under her, and 
she landed unc:eremoniou Iy (but 
quite amusingly) on her stock-
inged posterior, revealed by the 
skin which rose up around her 
waist. The Eye, unable to control 
a giggle that gave promise of be-
coming a guffaw ,left the room as 
the young woman wobbled back 
upright. berating her date for his 
failure 10 arrest her fall. 
10 such matters). The finn em· 
ploys many minorities. of all 
persuasions, most pertinently for 
thisslOry a number of homosexual 
anomeys and staff. In fact, the 
receptionist there is a transvestite, 
of whose predilection, apparently, 
mostoftheflfl11 is aware. She (for 
that is how the receptionist is 
known) is evidently quite con· 
vincing, both phySically and be-
haviorally. For example, accord· 
ing to the Eye's ource, she uses 
the women's bathroom. As pan 
of the flfl11's recruiting, it provides 
those job candidates who want it 
an opponunity to meet with gay 
or lesbian members of the f lfI11 to 
discuss, etc. Anyway, it seems 
that a woman who was consider-
ing hiring on with the firm re-
quested such an opponunity and 
dined with the receptionist and 
her (the receptionist's, that is) 
boyfriend. At some point during 
the meal, the would-be auomey 
mentioned her husband. Thi 
caused some confusion on the pan 
of the receptionist, et al. 
"Frankly," she told the woman, 
"we're surprised. We thought 
you were gay and wanted to talk 
10 us about what it's like to be gay 
at the flfl11." To which the young 
woman replied, "oh. no. my 
husband and I are wingers, and 
we wanted to know what the 
swinging ene was like at the 
flfl11." Only in San Franci 0, the 
Eye suppo ,would such a thing 
happen. The Eye has long doublfd 
the wisdom of choo 109 to define 
oneself by sexual chOlee. and thl 
story seem to gi e ub tance to 
those doubts. The Eye alway 
thought of swinging as a hobby, 
like league bowling or gardening. 
But, then again, may league 
bowling i a lifestyle hOi e, t . 
Third Year Council Reaches End of Rough Road 
... the liye is not a religiou 
BOlt, but it passes on this story, 
cold it by one who is, and who 
chaperoned a friend, a student 
whose piety more approximates 
the Eye's, 10 an Easter Sunday 
service. When the donation plate 
was passed, this fellow bid his 
friend make an offering, and so he 
did. He reached for his billfold, 
and. as the plate passed by, he 
dropped a bill from hi wallet into 
iL Unfortunately ,that was not all 
that dropped from hi wallet into 
the plalC. The red-faced rudent 
was obliged 10 retrieve from the 
plalC and replace in his wallet a 
small disk-like object padtaged 
in a square of cellophane: that' 
right. dear reader, in church. on 
Easter Sunday, this poor penitent 
miSlakenly dropped a condom in 
the donation plate. Ho, that' 
rich; the Eye bets e en God gelS a 
\augh out of that one. 
... yes. that' a funny one, but 
it'snotasf'unnyasthe toryabout 
the job candidate at a major law 
fum here in the City who dined 
willi a couple of fum members. 
Let's start at the beginning, shall 
we? It seems that this fum is very 
aensiIive 10 minority issues (and 
heaven forbid the Eye should 
sugestlhaldlefinn be inscnsiU 
The Eye now take its lea e, 
but believes that a bit more cer-
emony is called for now than 
usual, since this I the last Eye of 
the year. Please acc:epl the Eye's 
heanfeltlhanks. dear readers, for 
your ancntionand indulgence; thi 
column has proved a pleasure 10 
write, and the apparent pleasure it 
ha given you, dear readers, has 
oc:casioned IQJ joy on die Eye's 
ｾ＠ The Eye wishes well 10 all, 
and. be sure. Eye'U be walChing 
you. 
Co"tin,,,d f,om Pogr 5 
of Board Member Joe Cotcheu' 
recommendation wa Judge 
Robert Bork. accordmg to Jenner. 
She fell the tudents had to sacri-
fice some of thcirpopularchoices. 
including Ju tice Brennan, in 
order to protect others. The final 
list of 15 name included seven 
of the students' ten choice. 
Dean Read was out of town 
and could nOI be reached for 
eommentforthi anicle,butDcan 
Levine remember a different 
meeting. "I have absolutely no 
recollection of specific discu . 
sions about Boric." he said. "A 
I recall the meeting, we weren't 
voting. we were workmg toward 
reaching a consen u . Our goal 
was 10 get a rcaJi tic Ii. t. (The 
pea1cers') conservativeor liberal 
message was not relevant." 
According to Campos. "Bork 
was defimtely discu d. Like 
before the Congre • he was di -
cussed and di missed." 
When asked what names were 
nominated by th admlOi trallon, 
Levine recalled Denver 1ayor 
Fredenco Pefta. 
CLEMENT STREET 
COUNSEUNG CENTER 
A safe and heahn pia 
Yean of expcncnce hclpmg men 
and women make the chang 
they want - 10 Ihor relallon-
Ships, in their work. 10 th r 
hves. 
We welcome mdlVldual 
well as couples and famllies-
of all ages, ethniC hac rounds 
and sexual oncntatlon . Blief or 
long-term counseling available. 
Fee adJUSted accordlOg to 
IIKDme-aslowa S20/hour. 
3103rd Avenue, 
San Francisco 
221-9227 
Levine traced the mi under-
standing to the way tuden!.! view 
their vote for speaker. '1'hey 
view it ｡ｾ＠ a vote as to whom to 
invite." he ald. "But what it docs 
i lets them give their view to the 
counCil member who attend the 
meeting (with theadmmi tration. 
faculty and alumm). l1le purpose 
of the meeting i to prioritize the 
tudents' Ii.t and come up With 
some name hi h on Ihe Ii I that 
have a reah lie chance of ac-
cepting." 
Invitations Delayed 
Jenner also ｾｮｴｩ｣ｩｺ･､＠ Dean 
Read for delaying the mailing of 
some invltauons. "On e three 
weeks went by before an invlla-
tionwasmalled," hesaid. Levme 
said he had no knowledge of the 
invitation procc once the list 
was prepared. Campo did not 
recall delayed mVllalion • but felt 
that mVllCC were a1lo-.-.ed too 
long 10 respond. "Even bu y 
people - maybe especially bu y 
people - hould be able to ans-.-. r 
10 two wee ," he said. 
Perhap du 10 these d la) , 
Fel tem \\as not contacted unlll 
late March. Thl I notClttraordl-
nanly late, a ordm to Levme. 
but "it was cuulOg It much thm-
ner than you want." 
Jenner feci that the main rca-
son Fem tem accepted wa be-
cause of the efforu of the faculty 
peaker. Adjunct Profe sor Peter 
Keane. Keane.whOi a1soapubh 
defender 10 San FranCISCO, Wa! 
reponcdly able to use personal 
ontacts With Fein tem to ml1u-
cnee her dec I IOn. 
Valedictorian Speech at I. sue 
Th council also took I ue 
with the admmi tmllon over hav-
mga valedictorian peaker. Jenner 
Id that the counc il voted to ha" 
no speech by the valedlctonan, 
and expected the admlOistration 
to heed that wish. The deci ion 
wa made to save lime, IOce the 
cia I so large. Jenner. however, 
a scns that Dean Read I 10 lung 
upon the pcech. claimmg that a 
board rcsolullon or by-law make 
It mandatory. When Jenner asked 
for the peclfic resolullon or by-
law. he wa referred to Hasllng 
General Coun el ａｮｧｾｬ･＠
Khachadour. De pile some five 
reque t by the Third Year 
Coun II. Khachadour has neither 
produced uch a r IUlion nor 
allowed the coun lito search the 
records. 
'ta: ct umbtt 
ｾ｡ｑ ｵ ｴ ｲ ｩ ｡＠
515 Valencia St. 
Award winning taco and bun1tos 
Voted the best in the Bay Area. 
!reat yourself to the best!-
2 Blocks up from the 16th & 
MI Ion Bart Station. then left to 
515 Valencia t. 
San Francisco. CA 94110 
(415) 863-8205 
Mon.-Sat. 11-10. Sun. 12-9 
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CONGRATULATIONS! 
.BAR/BRI is pleased to congratulate the 3,000 + 
new California attorneys who took our programs 
during the last 12 months. Thank you for 
maintaining our reputation as California's most 
successful bar review organization. 
3280 Motor Avenue 
los Angles, CA 90034 
(213) 287·2360 
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All You Need! 
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332 Golden Gate Avenue 
San Francisco, CA 94102 
(415) 441·5600 
(916) 441-0677 
1407 First Avenue 
San Diego, CA 92101 
(619) 236-0623 

